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A WAY OF SEEING
by Staci Bu Shea
Although the concept formed over a period of two years, the starting point of
Feast of Flowers, as an exhibition and anthology, was implemented in October
2011. I began assisting Jim Draper in July 2011 with cataloging, inventory, and
other aspects of organization at a time when he was shifting into a more dialogical and conceptual form of artistic practice. With the 500th anniversary of
the naming of Florida on the horizon, he saw an opportunity to commemorate
the state’s landscape as it once was and supply a platform to rethink Florida’s
environmental and social history since its founding in 1513.
Draper began communicating with the Director of the Cummer Museum of
Art & Gardens (Jacksonville, Florida), Hope McMath, regarding a distinctive
commemoration of Florida’s 500th anniversary through an exhibition of his
paintings. McMath, as well as Holly Keris, their Chief Curator, believed in the
work and the message that he was communicating through his depictions of
Florida’s endemic landscape, flora and fauna. Feast of Flowers, as an intriguing
and discerning exhibition, will debut at the museum from December 18th, 2012
to April 7, 2013.
To memorialize the land and its substance through experiential and narrativedriven storytelling, Draper has completed multiple series leading up to this
point: Postcards from the Promised Land, Liturgy, Produce, Liquid Peace, and
Okefeenoke Project. His process of painting has always included being physically present within the landscape before making a mark on a canvas. Feast of
Flowers is no different, yet his perspective, in and out of the studio, began to
expand the conceptual possibilities and layers of the body of work.
While topics in theology, philosophy, science, and biology were considered and
implemented through his art practice, the subtext of Feast of Flowers was the
realization of the multi-disciplinary desire to further explain Florida as a place

and/or concept. What became evident was a need for wider dialogue, in particular between artists and those of other disciplines, where scholars and professionals who have comparable visions but divergent trajectories could find
interest in an unexplored, artistic mapping of Florida.
Draper’s initial aspiration was for a nicely printed and bound book that would
house contributions from individuals of different fields and include image
plates of his paintings as a hybrid art catalogue responding to La Florida’s anniversary. Discussing the financial challenges that this presented, we came to the
conclusion that there were alternatives to the “book experience” that we could
tap into and began researching digital publishing. This opened many doors to
the visual and intellectual possibilities within the Feast of Flowers anthology.
We were excited about the multimedia properties this format could allow and
found this to be the interdisciplinary solution that Draper was searching for.
As crowdfunding was gaining popularity as an alternative source for
fundraising, we sought the help from our community through Kickstarter,
an online crowdfunding platform for creative projects. This was the best form
that we could have possibly used as it brought awareness to this unique way
of seeing Florida and gave us the confidence to move forward and produce this
digital publication. The end result from the Kickstarter campaign was astounding. Draper and I, as managers of the campaign, are forever thankful to those
who backed the project and made this a reality.
The contributors within this anthology are professionals who have close ties
with Florida and play crucial roles in shaping their respective fields. The focuses
range from philosophy to biology, environmental activism to fiction and nonfiction, and art to gastronomy. Their work provokes us to artistically reconsider
our place within the natural world, using Florida as a microcosm and Draper’s
work as a launch pad for inspiration. Without the contributors, this publication
would not be possible or nearly the rich, complex and fascinating document
that it has concluded to be with Draper as the common denominator. I hope
that this will promote more comprehensive research and articulation that

enables people in Florida and beyond to gain a shared experience and language
from which to grow. I believe that the perspectives and insights of the contributors
within this document, as well as those of Draper, will encourage a new way of seeing and serve as a key reference in art and environment for years to come.
I am perpetually thankful for the designer of this publication, Summer Wood,
who has been ever-creative, dedicated and a joy to work with. Thanks go to
Robin Rütenberg, our copy editor, for being incredibly articulate, intelligent and
making this flow as smooth as possible. I’m very proud of the both of you and
happy that we shared this experience.
Special thanks to Donald Dusinberre and Chadwick Greene for working so hard
on the production side of Feast of Flowers, specifically regarding the frames,
matting, presentation boxes, and their full support. Thanks to our two interns,
Franklin Ratliff and Maggy Chritton, for their time and help throughout the past
four months.
Thank you to Hope McMath, Holly Keris, Louise Stevens, Maggie Reynolds,
Kristen Zimmerman and the rest of The Cummer staff for the lovely and smooth
communication regarding the process of the exhibition.
While preparing this publication, we held conversations within Draper’s
studio that allowed for artistic practice and social existence to converge while
discussing environmental issues—a huge thanks to all that came to these gatherings and participated in the discussions.
Finally, my deepest gratitude goes to Jim Draper, who has been inspiring to
work with and learn from. This is the beginning, and I’m eager to see what
is next. This project is an amazing gift. Thank you.
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Sing Nana Sing
by Jon Bosworth
illustrations by Jim Draper

Jon Bosworth is a writer living and working in Saint Augustine, Florida.
His work has appeared in EU Jacksonville, Folio Weekly, REAX, Synconation, Arbus Magazine, Drift and various other regional and national publications in print and online. Bosworth’s article “Distinguishing
Activism from Journalism in the Career of Stetson Kennedy” received
the Brevard Award from the Florida Historical Society in 2012. He was
one of three writers invited to present in the Spring Colloquium at Flagler
College for his essay “Terminal Punctuation: William Wordsworth’s
Elegy to a Genre in ‘Michael: A Pastoral Poem.’” In October 2012, he
presented “Stetson Kennedy & the Saint Augustine Civil Rights Movement, an Interview with William Stetson Kennedy” at the National Oral
History Association Conference in Cleveland, Ohio. He is currently working on a novel and two feature-length screenplays.
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“Juan!” his mother called from the front door of their small home on
his dead great-grandfather’s land. “Venid adentro que vais agarrar un
resfriado mortal!”
Juan tried not to think of Papa Valez, his teeth black and his hot breath
sour and rancid as he died. But everywhere he looked he saw the diseased
old man and heard the echoes of his voyages to France and Persia.
A long-faced child with jet black hair cow-licked straight up, just right of the
center of his forehead, Juan held close to his face a fat, curling caterpillar
with one hand and his little prick with the other. A short, doughy boy of 10,
he pissed into the Rio Duero from the pier where his father fished.
As his stream arced into the river from that pier, he closed his eyes and
dreamt of the lovely soft custards his mother would mix up for him. He
breathed in the cold, wet night air. Somewhere just beyond the wind in
the dark of his closed eyes, as he dripped onto his bare foot, he could
almost hear a song. Pipes or a voice somewhere distant. It drifted him
to dreams of soon serving a noble knight in Salamanca or Castile.
He opened his eyes with a startling jerk. Something flittered in his
mouth. With his gasp awake he almost sucked it into his throat. He
reached his dirty, calloused fat fingers into his mouth as he gagged up
a moth. His horse was draped in the colors his dead grandfather had
worn. Juan flung the damp moth onto the wet ground and spit after
its fluttering unrealized corpse. It beat the dirt with one working wing,
writhing in a grounded circle.
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Juan roused as the sun burst over the countryside, paling and crowding
the moon. A javelin knocked his helmet and he shifted to see through
the eyeholes in his chain mail—a dark face buried in turban and beard
screamed something in Arabic. In an instant his horse was surrounded by
Moors, leveling their spears up at him. Juan’s eyes filled with hot tears. From
morning. From fear. From sadness that this was his end. Future is scarce.
In a panic of rage he swung his lance, feeling it crack and thunk against
the warriors. As the lance fell from his grip, he hissed a sword from its
sheath and swung wild and blind. Spears pummeled his kite shield. Hiding
there on his horse in the middle of a field, alone, he swore—“My god,
I will die for a man I don’t know.”
The javelins stopped. Hot blood trickled somewhere beneath his armor,
streaking as it cooled down his leg. He lowered his shield to see the other
soldiers of the Reconquista barreling down the slope, driving the Moors away.
He let his chain mail fall to his waist, the underside glimmering in the
morning sun like a chrysalis. He closed his tired, burning eyes to push
the tears from his face before his kinsmen were upon him. The din of the
inside of his helmet, dented from a Moorish spear, sounded like the ocean.
Like a song he had heard somewhere.
They rode hard past him, chasing down a few of the Moors to shackle
and sell as slaves. Juan heeled his horse away from the Moorish wars in
Granada and trotted for days toward Cadiz, each bounce of his horse
shooting pain through his curling spine as he arrived hungry, nearly
naked, and free.
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“There are two worlds. The old one and the new one. We are always
standing on the barrier between them,” said Christopher Columbus as
he told Michele da Cuneo about the new world. Juan sat in the galley,
watching from a distance.
The ship’s sails grew fat with wind as the ship slid further from the Canary
Islands that October day in 1493, sailing from conquered to conqueror.
His family name had him wrapped up in twine, hung from a branch; but
that cocoon could not contain him beyond the sea. He stepped into the
fierce morning wind, closing his eyes against the bellowing song of the
Canary current that carried their ships.
When he opened his eyes, his face was scratched with wiry black hair and
his hands were textured with deep, crackling wrinkles. Again he stood on
the bow of a Spanish ship following the Canary current to the new world.
Again he drew the wet wind sweeping across the ocean into his lungs.
He looked behind him to see his slave, the first man that greeted him on
the Island of Hispaniola as he descended from his ship and told them
he was their governor. Sancho, which was not his name but what Juan
decided to call him, had rushed to the ship to greet him. Juan struck him
down and ordered him in chains. Now he was standing looking out toward
Spain, holding a ripe mango he had saved and hidden most of the trip.
Juan took the fruit from him.
They cleared the Bahama islands and Juan was eagerly searching the
horizon for Benimy, an uncharted island northeast of the Bahamas.
A place of magic, alive and bubbling with butterflies. A place he was certain
he would find the Fountain of Youth; a place of hidden magic he had learned
of through folk tales by Sancho and the dark savages in Hispaniola.
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He brought with him missionaries and reported to Ferdinand himself.
He was to bring the good news of the gospels and relieve the people
of their gold. Juan’s own hope was not for their eternities, but for his
own. Not one in heaven among the vapors and stars, but a god on earth.
Impervious to age and death, he would conquer and rule. He would be
the king. He would feast on this new world and all of its treasures. He
would grow fat from its spoils. He would swallow it whole.
On April 2, 1513, as the crew celebrated the Feast of Flowers aboard the Santa
Maria de la Consolacion, the cry went out. Benimy had been spotted. Juan
brought his eyeglass to his face and studied a tall white mountain of sand.
Nana was singing her song.
He turned to his pilot, face aglow with the taste of new world. The singing
white sands of a distant beach.
“La Florida!” he sang back.
Smiling, he brought the mango he had snatched from Sancho to his
mouth and his teeth sunk deep into its flesh, tearing at it, the juices
streaking down his chin and neck. He relished its sweetness with a smile,
the flesh of the fruit lodged like carnage between his rotten teeth.
Florida was full bloom. Ancient myths about fertility joined newer myths
about resurrection. There is a fountain of youth. It is the lily of the valley.
Each spring it is renewed. The thick dappling of color across depths of
green. In this feast of flowers, nature in all of her beauty, is devoured.
By that crushing boot. By that spectacled eye. By those grotesque teeth.
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After seeing Juan Ponce de León across that oceanic divide, Nana’s
pregnant belly stretched sixty feet into the Florida sky. Her white sandy
navel protruding. From the sand arose a Siren. She was buried there, but
began to awake, the sand falling from her emerging figure. As she rose,
she took her long lock of hair into the nook of her arm like an elegant
shawl. The white sand falling from her dark skin.
Looking out from Nana’s peak, MaVynee Betsch remembered her greatgrandfather, his face darkly lined and his wide burning eyes. He owned
that beach. He had conquered it. That beach was part of him as it was her.
She saw him still in her mind. He was pointing out to that same spot from
whence Juan Ponce pointed back.
“If you keep walking, you’ll eventually get to Egypt. Black kings conquered
Egypt,” he tells the young MaVynee.
She remembered looking back and seeing the beach below Nana
bouncing with dark bodies splashing and laughing in the blind of the
sun. And her great-grandmother was down there. Wearing her great
grandmother’s crown. It is a crown that means African Princess and Wife
and Mother and Slave. And she knew then, as a young girl, that she was
descended of kings. And she knew now, as she emerged from Nana’s belly
in the morning sun, that kings are worthless. What she needed was her
twin. Her Liza. Not a soldier, but a warrior ready for battle.
Alone she fought kings and the building of their castles. She defended
Nana and in turn Nana healed her. She learned to sing Nana’s song and
the way the winds carried out across American Beach. It was MaVynee’s
song; the song that had carried conquistadors such as Juan Ponce de Leon
and Zephaniah Kingsley to La Florida.
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As she sang, she swept her long matted hair in the beach sand when a
burst of bright colors on a bush caught her eye. She thought they were
flowers that had somehow bloomed there on her beach overnight. As she
drew near, the colors rippled with movement. Closer still, they fluttered
away, moving like a brightly colored cloud up into the sky and then blowing
into flowery fragments as the wind carried the swarm of butterflies back to
their home. Where they will die. Where they will be reborn as worms. Where
they will crawl on their bellies not knowing that it will one day be different.
American Beach was not hers to possess. It had not been her father’s.
Nana had never been owned. But closing in were the ghastly machinations
of dastardly kings, erecting tall white walls that moved slowly in from
both sides. Enormous hollow glaciers drifting toward each other with
MaVynee in the middle. She saw giants devouring every last tree and
flower, but nobody else could see them. All they saw were houses. Benign.
Constructive. And so she climbed high on Nana’s belly and sang.
A hunger sparked on the Santa Maria de la Consolacion (the virgin’s
apologies) fueled by a virus of steel and concrete viciously devouring the
flora and fauna and leaving behind it the detritus of cinderblocks and rust.
But above the crushing of stones, beneath the tread of machines, there
was Nana’s song. Its harmony a thing of silk. Mutable and temporary, but
never gone. Although Babylon crushed onward, owning and consuming
and destroying and building, it could not break one woman strengthened
by the wilds of American Beach and nurtured by Nana.
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Trickling up from central Florida, a river is born. Its headwaters push
north, slow and lazy against the ocean currents. In a canoe there is a boy
paddling in the silent rapids. He wears only his cutoff shorts as he paddles
south, fighting diligently against the current, but being swept north
nonetheless. Behind him there chased men cowering under bedsheets
and yelling: “Those are not giants, you fool, they are windmills!” This
Knight of the Sad Face knew that when those men are not under
bedsheets, they are professors at the university, sheriffs of the county, and
congressmen from District 4. But still he fought as the current fed him,
now an old man weathered with battle scars, out to the open sea.
Drifting there, exhausted, he stood on his bow and shielded the sun from
his eyes, peering to shore. He heard her song. He saw her white, towering
dune. He yielded to the persistent warmth, like the whisper of Circe in his
ear, and collapsed into the ocean.
Stetson woke on the beach. His boat splintered. A woman’s face hovered
over him in the night like a wild beast. Her long dreadlock tickling his
face. He was her Liza. She was his moon.
Together they stood and fought. And as they fought, some of the world
woke up and came out from under their sheets. The skin fell from their
eyes and they saw that the windmills were indeed giants. Stetson and
MaVynee held that shore against conquerors determined to storm those
beaches. Nana, whom signaled to mysterious distant places, looked to kings
like so much building material. They would crush her to make more walls.
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Stetson and MaVynee became neither kings nor subjects, but wild animals,
growling at dominance. They sang ancient protest songs and reminded
progress from whence she came. Here they are again, people at a cusp.
Between ocean and land; between man and beast; between known and
mysterious; between two insurmountable obstacles: that of the future and
that of the past.
But progress rarely tilts his head or listens very long. Like all things born
of nature, he too needs the lullaby of Nana’s song.
David Thundershield Queen waded out into the dark waters of the St. Johns,
his River Jordan. Searching there for something more to himself. As his head
went under, some strange twist of the usually lazy current shifted and pulled
him deep into a strange cypress cove. There, in the swirling waters of the
fresh water springs, he felt its cold, clean life refreshing him, rejuvenating
him. It was Ponce’s Fountain of Youth. And as he came up out of the water,
he found a Florida where European teeth had never bitten. It was innocent.
There on the bank was a tall Timucuan with a broad chest and muscular
legs. His teeth, straight and full and bright. When he grew hungry, he simply
reached into the water and pulled out a fish. When his baby craved something
sweet, he reached into a bush and pulled back a bright berry to feed her. He knew
no enemies. He feared nothing. He was evolved. Perfect. Content.
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Thundershield came up out of the water, and seeing a crabapple hanging
from a low branch of a Mackeneel tree, he reached out to seize it. The
Timucuan man stopped him. His sweet, glistening eyes conveyed that
this fruit was poison. Thundershield felt suddenly guilty, as though his
presence betrayed and spoiled the Timucuan’s Eden.
Thundershield studied the apple and then thanked the man for not being
a conqueror or a savage, but human as part of nature. Understanding that
the savagery is what would destroy them with disease, conquest and fear.
There was the unseen moment—lost to time—when an average Timucuan
man, standing six feet, five inches tall, first met an average Spaniard, stout,
bloated, rotten teeth and labored with armor. Each pitied the other. Each
thought the other ignorant and savage. As the last Timucuan took his last
breath, his words were were lost in the whistling wind, hearing Nana from
afar, he muttered “Eloi, Eloi, lema sabachthani.”
Thundershield was afraid he would be a part of that destruction. And so
he waded back into the water and was sucked from that cypress grove back
into the St. Johns, then flushed out to the ocean. As he climbed onto the
shore, he found MaVynee there in the shallows, her limp body turning with the
tide, and he cried for her. He carried her back onto the beach that owned her.
There he found Stetson, firing arrows wildly at the coming army of
conquistadors, Ponce charging at its lead, baring his blackening, rotted
teeth which had so disintegrated from the fruits of La Florida that they
appeared sharpened like those of a predator. And Stetson’s arrows
bounced off of their armor as they rode ever closer.
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Thundershield pulled out the apple and sliced into it with one of Stetson’s
arrows. Stetson threaded the arrow onto his bow, pulled back the string,
and took careful aim as Ponce came viscously toward them. With a thwip,
he let the arrow fly and again it twanged off of the armor and landed in
Sancho’s hand. Running alongside, tethered to Juan Ponce de Leon, Sancho
turned toward him and lodged the poisoned arrow deep into Juan’s leg.
Juan roared a ferocious, inhuman yawp. He roughly heeled his charging
horse and struck Thundershield to the ground. Ponce yanked hard at the
reins, his horse’s bloody teeth chomping hard on the gag in its mouth, but
the poison from the apple moved swiftly and Ponce fell from his horse and
laid there bleeding and dying at Nana’s feet.
He looked around for mercy at that moment of his death. He looked for
a priest or a physician, but there were only soldiers looking down at him
from their horses, smiling with their rotten teeth. And Sancho, slipping
off into the woods. The king was dead, long live the king. Each retreated
to a different corner to regroup and claim their own conquest. To start
building their castles so that they could fight and conquer.
And Stetson stood there, breathing hard; his fellow warriors fallen,
he realized that by killing one king he had created five more. This battle
would never end. As long as the flowers are needlessly devoured, there
can be no harmony. Conquerors need the conquered. Victors need the
defeated. Masters need slaves. Nothing needs conquest. Nothing needs
victors. Nothing needs masters. Harmony is the natural state—on earth
as it is in the heavens.

American Beach
by Bob Self

I first heard of American Beach not long after moving to
Jacksonville in the mid 1980s. When I made inquiries about it
the response tended to be “isn’t that the Black beach?” and
the conversation seldom went much further. I finally had the
opportunity one summer day off from work to visit the small
community on Amelia Island with my Leica rangefinder cameras and a pocket full ofTri-X film. It was one of those rare days
when everything seemed magic. The light was beautiful, the
energy of the weekend crowd was high and I immediately fell
in love with the place.
As I look back now, over two decades later, I see how
fortuitous that first visit was. What I was able to capture may
well have been the end of the historic weekend crowds that
dated back to the beach’s founding in the 1930s, when the
Black community did not have many options if they wanted to
go to the beach. The unintended decline started with the end
of legal segregation in the 1960s, but the emotional and family
attachments remained through the early 1990s and crowds
still came to socialize at this ocean front destination. Now the
last of the restaurants and clubs are closed and the crowds
no longer fill the parking lot at the base of the big sand dune
named “Nana.”

Also gone are many of the people that made the beach so
special. MaVynee Betsch, “The Beach Lady,” was one of those
people and her death was particularly difficult for me. Early on
I figured out that, although eccentric in her appearance and
behavior, she was one smart lady who knew everything that
was happening at the beach and in the surrounding community. She was a great resource as well as a person who enriched my life by knowing her.The last time I photographed at
American Beach was during her memorial service.
As I was going through a box of work prints from my summers at American Beach, what struck me was the one constant that kept showing up in the images. It was “Nana” the
dune. Sometimes she is the subject, sometimes the backdrop
or often just a faint shape in the corner of an image. She was
there before American Beach ever existed in name or as a
beach playground and she remains there today as the community and surrounding land changes and evolves. MaVynee
is now a part of Nana, with some of her ashes mixed in with
the shifting sands at the top of the dune where she could often
be found, looking out onto her beloved beach like a spectral
sentinel with her poncho flapping in the sea breeze. Hopefully
Nana and the spirit of MaVynee will be there long after these
photographs are forgotten.
All photographs are untitled silver prints.

Bob Self is a photojournalist who has worked in Jacksonville, Florida, for the Florida Times-Union newspaper since 1985. He has covered some of the biggest
stories of the last quarter century, from Space Shuttle
launches, major sporting events, countless hurricanes
including Hugo, Andrew and Katrina and the full range
of news within the greater Jacksonville area. Self has a
particular interest in long-term documentary projects,
history and the arts. His work at American Beach was a
chance to combine those interests in a personal project documenting this unique piece of Florida at a critical time in its existence.
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widely overseas for the Discovery Channel to Cuba, the Galapagos, the
White Sea of Russia, and the Great Barrier Reef. He has written radio
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To view more of Belleville’s work, visit www.billbelleville.com
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Shouldering my backpack, I walk alone atop a dirt road that skirts the
cusp between a Florida mountain of porous white sand above and a dense,
darkly wooded hammock below.
Although the sun is not far above the horizon, the sandy uplands mapped
as “Sulphur Island” are already radiating a heat that will intensify as the
day goes on. The stunted forest of twisted trees, saw palmettos and gristly
plants offers almost no shade, creating what amounts to a patina of green
atop a rolling desert. I take the first trail that opens into it, a narrow aisle
that ascends to a distant past.
I have come from exploring a small, remote spring at the base of this
sandy dome, a wild oasis tucked in by a thick, amber-tinted grid of tupelo
and hickory, cypress and sweetgum. Now I will see where the aquatic
energy that powers this tiny magic enters the earth, to more fully know
where it begins its patient and timeless seep down into the soil and soft
rock that bring it to life.
Geologists describe the uplands here as “sandhill karst,” a word-squeeze
of two very different realties. The well-lit, dry “scrub” and sandhills I am
walking through rest atop a dark underworld of consolidated coral and
bone and shell. “Karst” is the name given to this porous limestone, the
soft rock of the aquifer through which water flows through fissures and
bedding planes, hidden rivers and streams.
Despite all of our losses, there is a relic wilderness that remains here in
Florida, much of it inside large public swatches of conservation land, from
ten to forty square miles and more in size. If the preserve is large enough,
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like it is here in the Seminole State Forest, I can see most of the plant
and animal communities of this richly varied peninsular state within
just a couple miles of each other. The swamps and rivers, of course, are at the
bottom, while the sweeping, dry uplands of scrub and sandhill are at the top.
The gradients in between are jammed with the diverse ecotones that
define the margins of the dozen or so habitats that stair-step their
way up and down the slopes. Each distinguishes itself with specialized
mixes of moisture and soil, customizing its biota with the particulars
of geography and climate and the inextricable passage of time.
I walk towards the crest of this sandy Florida mountain, up to where
my topographical map shows rises of sixty and seventy feet above the
swamp. This arid mesa is barely two square miles in size, an ancient
island that first arose from a retreating sea from ten to twenty million
years ago. Between several more glacial ebbs and flows, critters and
plants gradually colonized this island, ranging out across a vast desert
that stretched from the continental Southwest and Mexico to Florida.
When the sea was high, new residents like scrub jays, lizards and
tortoises were stranded here, learning to do a lot with a little.
Now that the ocean has retreated once more, the millennia of
island survival have left their imprint on plants and animals alike.
With no sea to isolate them, they could fly, or crawl, or drift to lower
ground. But speciation is a powerful force, and this timeless scrub will
forever be their home.
When naturalist William Bartram first explored Florida in the 1760s,
he ranged to the west beyond Salt Springs and then Lake Kerr, out to
where the darker soils of the hammock gave way to the white sand of
the Florida scrub. It was an “endless wild desert,” Bartram reported,
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unlike the water-driven landscapes he had been experiencing.
Bartram didn’t have the luxury of sticking around to figure out
this endless wild desert. If he had, his core understanding of what
we know as “ecology” would have told him much.
This gnarly, chest-high forest seems ruggedly arid, distinctly apart
from the younger and more diverse Florida landscapes of the lower
altitudes. Most of the plants that have learned to live here have
defensively armed themselves with potent forces: thorns and spines,
leather-tough leaves and volatile oils with aromas that discourage
chomping by hungry, vegan predators. The warm sun releases these
natural fragrances today, allowing plants like wild vanilla to inform
my own human sense of smell. It is wild and pleasantly fragrant,
and it broadens my sensibilities beyond merely sight and sound.
I spot an endemic scrub jay, the crest on his head rounded and his
blue plumage far more vivid than that of other jays. Thoreau once
wrote that the “bluebird carries the sky on his back.” If that is so,
then our scrub jay carries the very best colors of our deepest Florida
springs. A second one joins him, and instead of fleeing, they scuttle
about in the low boughs of myrtle oak and sand pine. They always
seem gregarious and friendly, but I realize that’s my own humanmammal precept. The low altitude of the stunted forest here keeps
them from flying to higher branches—but, more to the point, they
evolved without the sort of predators that might make them want to
do so. Ancestors of this sweet bird still live in the distant Southwest,
their pre-migratory anatomy largely intact.
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I am still ascending this old island, and if its rise is subtle, the muscles in
the backs of my calves recognize the difference between walking on flat
land and climbing an ancient Florida dune. I pass wild blueberry bushes,
tiny canopies of shiny leaves and unripe red berries, all clustered together
like a bonsai forest. I figure every black bear who lives nearby has stored
away the seasonal calendar of each plant, the ripe geography of sweet,
dark purple berries chiseled into its memory.
A gopher tortoise, her schutes as worn as a handmade monastery brick,
moves slowly along the trail towards me, never a need to rush, 200 million
years worth of genetic memory on her side. As she gets closer, I bend down
so I can see her ancient chiseled face better, and she stops. Her enormous
dozer-like front flippers, scales fitted atop them like miniature shingles,
retract ever so carefully.
I look closer at her dark moist eyes, and it feels as if I am staring through
tiny telescoping portals of time, little windows that reveal a glimpse of the
distant history she has known. For just a moment there, I see a pre-Florida
landscape of smoldering volcanoes, ferns as large as the highest trees and
reptiles with horny beaks gliding like giant swallow-tailed kites overhead.
With surprising grace, the tortoise then rises up on her legs, gallops a few
yards away, and slips through the sandy portal of her burrow, disappearing
into the cool darkness under the earth. I notice the mouth of the burrow
is shaped to accommodate her shell, rounded at the top and flat as her
plastron at the bottom.
The theological Thomas Moore has said the soul needs a vernacular life, a
place full of intimate details with authentic meaning, a world of particulars.
All of nature is vernacular, of course, special to the place it populates. But
it may be the Florida scrub that is the most vernacular of all, a rare micro-
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region of ecology detailed with the crosshatch of nuances: the plants and
their aromas, the specialized tortoise and blue jay, the truncated trees and
plants that have transformed to survive here. Diversity is notoriously low,
but endemism is almost off the charts.
Certainly, a shopping mall with corporate chain stores is also loaded with
details, but they have little to do with arising from a particular landscape
that helps define where you or they are in the world, at any given time.
Nature is art, pure and simple, and for me, it seems newly created each
hour, each day, each season. To connect with it is to come to understand
just a little bit more about my own identity, about my own special place
here on earth. Nature writer Barry Lopez explains this notion well: “The
key, I think, is to become vulnerable to a place. If you open yourself
up, you can build intimacy. Out of such intimacy may come a sense of
belonging, a sense of not being isolated in the universe.”

4J4
Although the springs first captured my imagination as a boy, it is
this Florida scrub that holds intrigue for me as an adult. My earliest
relationship with this scrub was forged by simply walking through it,
feeling the soft sand slipping under my shoes, carefully watching the
diminutive forests around me for their finely localized vignettes to unfold.
On those walks, I’m in Florida, but I’m also somewhere else, too—maybe
the Sonoran desert, its giant treelike saguaro cactus mimicked by the tiny
prickly pears, pad-like limbs spiked with lush yellow flowers.
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Most of the xeric terrain here is made of “entisols,” little more than
ground quartz. It’s nearly devoid of silt and clay and organic matter.
The slightly higher sand hills of longleaf pine—the broad pinnacles atop
the undulating hills of scrub—are a bit more enriched with nutrients,
more likely to have been cultivated by the hardscrabble Crackers who once
homesteaded in the frontier of the wild Florida interior.
To visit this scrub is to time travel backwards. Most of my excursions in
Florida and around the world usually have to do with water, whether in
oceans and lagoons or rivers and springs. Water certainly has shaped this
place, too, but the prehistoric memory of it is all that remains. Now, when
water arrives as rainfall, it passes quickly through the porous shoals and
dunes. Plants have designed themselves to adapt to this, growing waxy,
curled or needle-like leaves to resist evaporation. Some, like the scrub holly, aim
their leaves towards the ground so rainwater drips right above their shallow roots.
In my walkabouts, I’ve learned this ancient scrub of Florida is our most
distinctive ecosystem, and that alone has made it worth getting to know.
Arising from a primordial sea, the sandy islands that first spined the
middle of the peninsula of Florida have remained with us as north-south
ridges, and the visual clues of that history are somehow reassuring.
But that knowing is tempered with a certain awe: I have come to realize
that the scrub—if it is to endure at all—can never be domesticated
or tamed. The lichen-covered trees of the hammock can sometimes
be transported, even imitated. Gated subdivisions can sometimes
commandeer freshwater springs inside their walls. But the scrub is its own
fiefdom. It is driven not just by the sun and the soil, but by the nobility of
its venerable and historic genesis.
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When scrub plants and animals are removed or corralled into a more
entertaining landscape, the result can be jarring, not unlike the image of
a gopher tortoise, festooned with glitter and marching in a Disney parade.
Rich soil heavy with moisture may enliven most plants and trees, but it will
usually overwhelm the minimalistic needs of xeric plant roots, causing
fungus and rot. Conversely, non-native, exotic plants that plague so many
of our natural landscapes are least likely to take hold here.
Florida may have its share of jungle safari rides and water-themed parks for
tourists, but it is unlikely to ever promote its most cryptic and endangered
ecosystem as “Scrub World.” It is this eco-tenaciousness that helps express
my own affinity for Florida’s scrub. Walt Whitman, the true democratic
American poet of nature and spirit—a man with enough confidence to
embrace both transcendentalism and realism—once wrote: “I too am not
a bit tamed, I too am untranslatable.”
Of all of our habitats here in this Land of Flowers, it is the Florida scrub
that resists taming. And, it is this scrub that, even within the context of
science, is not easily translatable. The high and dry landscape can be
plowed under and destroyed to make way for rows of citrus or extruded
real estate developments—indeed, that is how we have lost almost 90
percent of our historic Florida scrub. But it can’t be transplanted, or
coifed up, or otherwise ripped out of its primal context with much success.
Its timeless charms resist commercialization.
Scrub may be our Walt Whitman of landscapes. Like the poet, it surely has
its very own “barbaric yawp.” And while it may not sound out its wildness
over the rooftops of the world, as Whitman once imagined, it may quietly
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hum it, late at night, over the tops of the rusty lyonia and Chapman’s
oak, saw palmetto and wild rosemary. Snug deep in its burrow, the gopher
tortoise may hear it and feel there is hope after all.
If this scrub is to be most fully understood, it may be through doors
unlocked by art and literature, mediums that seek an instinctual
connection with the human spirit. Certainly, its natural gestalt is complex,
even secretive. It is so much more than just the sum of its individual parts.
Nonetheless, when it comes to natural Florida places that humans find
endearing, “scrub” has a bit of an identity problem. Dictionaries tell us
that word may mean stunted, insignificant, inferior, even in need of cleaning.
In one curriculum plan devoted to the Florida scrub from the Archbold
Biological Station on the Lake Wales Ridge, the writers apologize to
students for the feeling the name evokes: “Sorry the habitat name is not
more inspiring. If Florida habitats could be named all over again, maybe
scrub could be the Florida Dwarf Forest, or the Florida Elfin Woods, or
the Florida Pygmy Woodlands. Alas, it is too late to choose a pretty name.”
But then, they get real, figuring that there is some gutsy symmetry to
being described in this way: “Florida scrub is the original name, the tough
name, the name that makes no promises. Maybe it’s an appropriate and
meaningful name after all….”
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4J4
On a bright and early Sunday morning, my friend Jane and I drive deep
into the Ocala National Forest, a massive landscape that sprawls between
the St. Johns and Ocklawaha Rivers. The Forest protects the largest
contiguous sand pine scrub forest in the world. SR 19 carves a narrow line
of asphalt through the middle of the Forest, transporting us past its dry
ridges of scrub, its vast prairies and dense hammocks of springs—many are
fed by the porous uplands inside this preserve.
The “Lake Wales Ridge,” that spines the center of the state from Clermont
to Venus, is the oldest of our scrub islands, and the one with the most
endemic plants and animals. But it is this Ocala tract that holds the most
appeal for me because of the way it has embodied a true “sense of place.”
Pulitzer-winning novelist Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, ranging out from her
nearby home in Cross Creek, got to know this landscape and the Crackers
who lived here as well as anyone ever has. Inspired by the depth and
complexity of this information, she deftly wove it into some of her novels.
Unlike landscapes used by writers as a backdrop for their narratives, the
scrub and sandhill became a character in Rawlings’ stories. It was a primeval,
mysterious force that evoked solitude and ruggedness and singularity,
providing insight into the way her human characters were shaped by the
landscape. The real people who once lived here may have vanished, but
their spirits live on, both in literature and in the clues they left behind.
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In South Moon Under, Rawlings wrote: “The scrub rolled towards its
boundaries like a dark sea. It cast itself against the narrow beach of swamp
and hammock that fringed the rivers. The two types of growth did not
mingle, as though an ascetic race withdrew itself from a tropical one and
refused to inter-breed.”
Today, we are headed to the Yearling Trail, a sliver of snow white sand
meandering through the chest-high vegetation of the scrub, following the
topography of an ancient sea created so many million years ago. At the top
of this ridge is the sandhill mesa where the fictional Baxter family once
lived. Trails in parks and forests nowadays are designed for a variety of
reasons—but few are marked to honor literary tales and the people whose
lives once played out inside of that art.
And so, it is the compelling stories of Rawlings that have led us here today,
two grown-up kids who relish the ways in which a well-told story can still
flavor our world. The Yearling—and its coming of age tale of young Jody
Baxter and his orphaned fawn—may have been fiction, but the sway of the
land and the heartfelt grit of its people were very real.
Nature writer Barry Lopez, in considering the true value of a compelling
narrative like this one, says we need such stories to more fully give
meaning to our lives. But a great responsibility is at stake: “The intent of
the storyteller,” says Lopez, “must be to evoke, honestly, some single aspect
of all the land contains.” This higher understanding—a feat Rawlings
painstakingly achieved—can be revealed as long as stories are crafted to
show how the human heart and the land are so closely intertwined.
When we pull into the dirt parking lot for the Yearling Trail, it is clear that
not everyone is as transfixed with narrative and cryptic landscapes. Already,
parking lots for the springs this scrub nurtures downhill from here—Silver
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Glen and Salt and more—are packed with cars. But we will have the Yearling
Trail and its acres of prehistoric dunes and their intertwined stories to
ourselves today. If given the choice between a congested queue at Space
Mountain, and the lonely, mysterious desert of the Florida scrub, the
choice is a simple one for us. Certainly, there are never any crowded
parking lots at Scrub World.
In The Yearling, Penny “Pa” Baxter—emotionally hurt and scarred by
the world—felt safe within the solitude of this scrub, a place where he
could experience a certain calmness. This very special geography, this
“vast wall” of palmettos and myrtle and oak, functioned as a sanctuary.
Penny, Rawlings wrote, “had perhaps been bruised too often. The peace
of the vast aloof scrub had drawn him with the beneficence of its silence.
Something in him was raw and tender. The touch of men was hurtful upon
it, but the touch of the pines was healing.” In a way, the same primal force
that Penny Baxter sought still endures around us today, an enigmatic, wild
landscape ready to extend comfort to every sensitive human willing to fully
inhabit the moment in this most ancient of Florida places.
Just beyond the trailhead, we pass a metal U.S. Forestry Service warning
sign advising we are entering a restricted “Wilderness Area” where “hikers
must assume risks such as fallen trees, limbs, lack of vehicle access, animal
encounters, bad weather” and the like. I guess I’ve been poking about in
remote places so long that the warning seems obvious, almost redundant.
Certainly, if any wilderness was safe and domestic, then what would be the point?
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We walk slowly, savoring the scents of the landscape, looking for tiny clues.
After only an hour of this, we are far beyond the reach of any mechanized
sound, fully enfolded inside the experience of an authentic and wild place.
Clearly, there is a sacred natural antiquity that informs the sensibilities
of the moment. It is beyond the imperfect authority of the intellect,
burrowing somewhere deeper into the knowledge of the unconscious.
Jane astutely remarks on how this rugged landscape is both complex and
desolate at the same time, and I smile at the wisdom of that notion.
Philosophers of nature sometimes describe a wilderness as uncultivated,
undeveloped. Roderick Nash once wrote: “Wilderness is any place where
a person feels stripped of guidance and is lost and perplexed.” Other than
our little trail map, we have no organized “guidance,” and other than a
compass, no tools to navigate for us. Certainly, we expect to get lost, and
several times, we do. Still, we move across this arid, wild place with something
akin to comfort, connecting on some vital level with the spirit it seems to exude.
Surely, Rawlings knew of this connection. As she once explained, there
is an “invisible Florida,” one that visitors and residents may vaguely
acknowledge—but don’t really process or try to understand. “It is invisible
because its beauty must be seen with the spiritual eye as well as the physical,”
she once said. “I’ve longed to re-create, to make visible, this invisible beauty.”
Upward we go through this rolling, increasingly visible sea of scrub,
sometimes stopping when curiosity alights. Despite the arid nature of
the place, we find lovely, tender little flowers practically glowing under
the low boughs of sand pine and the stiff fronds of saw palmettos. The
butterfly pea, pale with a deeper purple splaying from its throat, is the size
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of an old silver dollar coin. The passion vine, with a lavender blossom as
wonderfully baroque as any I’ve every seen, is a riotous parade of stamens
that can’t seem to figure out if they want to imitate the exhaust of a space
rocket, or be inside the corona of a flower.
Like all natural systems here in Florida, scrub is fire-dependent, learning
to live with the high frequency of natural lightening strikes. The little sand
pines, the perfect “Charlie Brown Christmas tree,” are loaded with small,
compacted cones full of seeds that are only released when fire dissolves
the resin. That same fire keeps the sand pines from growing taller, losing
their utility for the low-flying scrub jays. Other adaptations come in handy,
too: during those fires, the tortoise retreats into its burrows; so too do the
dozens of other species that also use these little caves for shelter.
Jane spots the swift movement of something small at the top of an old,
weathered post. It’s an endemic scrub lizard, two bright streaks of blue
glowing from each side of its belly like tiny reptilian racing stripes.
It flees at my movement, but finally shrugs into camera range for Jane.
One animal we don’t expect to see today is the sand skink. It lives
somewhere under us, literally swimming its way through the porous
paleo-dune. Smooth and shiny, the endemic skink has small eyes with
a transparent window in its lower eyelids, allowing it to see prey while
navigating through the darkness. The skink lives nowhere else in the
world except these few counties in the scrub.
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Between 40 and 60 percent of all plants and animals here are special to
this place. So too were the rugged pioneers who migrated to Florida in the
1800s, iconoclasts who chose to live up here on the ridge rather than near the
rivers where the luxuries of water, food and transportation were readily available.
There are no real trail markers here, so the only way we know for sure
we are headed for the top of the ridge is by feeling the very gradual
ascent. Finally, the low elfin forest begins to fall away around us with the
appearance of a single, venerable hardwood tree. With its bare, arching
limbs, it seems to be welcoming us to the higher plateau of the pine sand hills.
Another hundred yards and we are inside the canopy of this ancient
shoal, surrounded by much taller long leaf and slash pines, the more
dense understory replaced by wild coonties and rosemary and wiregrass.
This is still a long way from the cooler hammocks of the springs, but in
comparison, it’s far more comfortable than the open scrub. I notice the
ground—while still sandy—is darker, more able to hold the nutrients, and
certainly more suitable for growing crops and nurturing livestock.
We are on a wide pinnacle atop this sea of scrub, near the crest of what
is mapped as “Pat’s Island.” The Reuben Long family migrated here
after the Civil War in 1872, poor but hardworking Appalachian natives
who cherished the free land a homesteading grant offered. A dozen other
families lived here on this 1400 acre island by the turn of the century. But by the
time the Forest was created in 1906, the population had already begun to decline.
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In the 1930s, Rawlings spent several months living here with the Calvin
Long family, learning about the landscape and hearing stories about their
lives—including that of a fawn a young Calvin raised when he was a boy.
The people who lived here were clannish, insular and apart from the rest
of the world, the living embodiment of the rugged landscape itself. To an
outsider, they might seem simple and one-dimensional, but to Rawlings,
they symbolized the complex and subtle mysteries of their chosen landscape.
On the ground around us, large shards of worn blocks and limestone from
aged building foundations are scattered randomly, like amber-entombed
capsules from a distant time. From where we now stand, the edges of this
“island” literally drop away, as if we’re atop a high building. In reality, the
drop is slight, no more than a few yards. But our gradual immersion into
this world has magnified the nuances, making the unseen much less so.
We walk a bit more to the old cemetery of the Long family, enclosed inside
a wooden picket fence with a small gate. The feeling of being here, where
the living prototypes of the Baxters are buried, is akin to being inside of
an author’s imagination, or perhaps somewhere inside the residual spirit
of the Baxters themselves. It is a place at once mythic and very real, a
landscape and culture that have become more “visible” because of the
generosity, skill and grace of a single tenacious author.
One of the gravestones is marked: Reuben Long, Confederate States Army,
Jan. 1832–Sept. 1915. Jane reads more inscriptions, all of which hint how
difficult life on this Florida frontier really was: a 16-year-old was killed in a
hunting accident; a four-year-old died after playing too close to a cooking fire.
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Clearly, Rawlings had a great appreciation for the moral sinew that both
motivated and set these people apart. They represented the clear dialect
of the hard Florida scrub, walking metaphors of the vernacular and of
every truth-driven detail that ever informed it.
Certainly, this scrub was undomesticated ground for her, a place where
survival depended on an intimate relationship with nature. When the last of
the Long clan left, the island was abandoned to nature and time, a place that had
never been conquered and, for one brief century, only slightly compromised.
This is still the natural face of Florida that has changed the least. Clearly,
Rawlings respected that, memorializing both the distinct landscape and
the “primal quality” of its people, seemingly comforted by the very real
particulars of it all.
There is one last feature we want to see before we leave today. We walk
across the top of the sand hill to where some hardwoods are clumped
together in a hammock. Here, in the midst of tall oaks and hickories is
a deep sinkhole. It is the sort of feature that fits with the rolling, karst
terrain. Created like all sinks—when the limestone caves below lose their
water and the earth falls into the empty cavern—this one is particularly
special. Formed long ago, the funnel-like sides of the 100-foot deep sink
are now colonized by all manner of plants and trees, nurtured by the water
that once flowed here.
Jane and I sit at the edge, atop a log, and remember. On the cover of one
edition of The Yearling, artist N.C. Wyeth faithfully conveyed one moment
from the novel, an instant that revealed a much higher truth. In it, a
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barefoot Jody caresses the neck of his orphaned fawn, Flag. Next to him,
“Pa” Baxter stands with a wooden oxbow across his back. The rig held two
buckets that hung from both ends of it. Without money to dig a well, the
Baxters gathered all their water from this sinkhole with buckets, just as the
real-life Long family had done.
It was difficult work, but—like all other shards of the very real landscape—
the sink also embodied its own special art. It was, wrote Rawlings, “a great
cupped garden, feathered with green leaves, cool and moist and, always,
mysterious…a lush green heart.”
Our groundwater in Florida has been dropping for the last few decades.
So, the lateral veins of the aquifer that once leaked sweet fresh water from
limerock vents into the sink have now run dry. But the deep earth and
rock have still kept it cool and moist, feathered with leaves. It remains a
great lush oasis in the midst of the desert-like terrain.
The sink beneath us is cryptic, mysterious and enchanting. Like all the
other shards of this rare landscape we have seen, it plays an essential role
in reassembling the world around us into a functioning whole.
Some may describe our walk through the distinctive scrub and sandhill
today as a study in enviro-cultural ecology. But I guess I see it as a way of
conjuring the deepest and most evocative memories and dreams available
to us, a way of redeeming the spirit by returning it squarely into the sacred
moment where nature and people again coalesce.
As Jane and I prepare to leave, I silently thank Marjorie Rawlings, Jody
Baxter and Calvin Long, grateful for the way art can create mirrors and
stories that reflect far more than we can see—the way it can reveal the
glorious and transcendent magic of the human heart.

Triptychs
by David Montgomery

Jim [Draper] mentioned the idea of a keystone species in regard to the
gopher tortoise. A species that supports a myriad of others because of
its interactions with the environment or place in an ecological community. This conversation greatly influenced the ways in which I care for,
interact with and see the wildlife garden where I get much of my inspiration. I have observed and recorded an intricate ecosystem with its host
plants, food webs and various forms of habitat right in my backyard.
David Montgomery is a video artist and experimental animator. He was
most recently included in a series called Red/White/Blue: New American
Fringe Film and Video at the SAW Video Media Art Centre in Ottawa,
Canada. His latest film Zombie Dragonfly Discotheque with an original
score by After the Bomb, Baby! won the Experimental Grit award at
Indie Grits Film Festival in Columbia, South Carolina, and the Florida
Grown award at Digital Graffiti in Alys Beach, Florida. Locally, Montgomery’s work has been screened in The Shell: 530,000,000 Years of Inspired
Design (2011) and Carapace and Shell (2010) at the Museum of Science
and History, The Neighborhood as Art (2011) at the Cummer Museum
of Art & Gardens, and as part of Paintdancing with Sister Feathertoe:
A ‘60s-centric Multimedia Happening at the Museum of Contemporary
Art Jacksonville. Internationally, his videos have played in venues as
diverse as catacombs in Serbia and cinema museums in Italy. To view
more of Montgomery’s work, visit www.silverfishcloset.com
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Xanadu
by Daniel Newman

The following book comprises a selection of flora and fauna collected
from a now barren patch of land at the intersection of U.S. Route 192
and S.R. 535 in Kissimmee, Florida. On this exact site once stood Xanadu: Home of the Future. Built in the early 1980s, Xanadu promoted
a luxurious, yet eco-friendly science fiction lifestyle and doubled as a
tourist attraction (admission: adults $3.75, children $2.75 [4-17 years
of age]). Xanadu, with the motto, "Experience 2001 Today!" found itself
soon growing obsolete and quickly fell into disrepair. After closing as
an attraction in 1997, it became a meeting point for hard partying local
teens and a crash pad for vagrants. The house—which just two decades
earlier represented all of the promise and optimism of space age Modernism—became a ruin and an eyesore, and was thus bulldozed in early
October 2005. I visited this site in late Summer 2012, where I selected,
collected, and book pressed a random cross-section of the foliage which
now grows wild on the former grounds of Xanadu.
The home of the future is invisible; or perhaps just an empty lot.
Daniel Newman was born in Jacksonville, Florida in 1978. In 2002, he
received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from The Cooper Union School
of Art in New York. Recent solo exhibitions include PUENTE/ TEXAS
FLICKERS at Tomorrowland, Miami, and CHA-CHA (HALLOWEEN) AND
OTHER RECENT PHOTOGRAPHS at Light & Wire Gallery, Los Angeles.
In 2010, his book WWW was shortlisted for the Art Book of the Moment
award by the Art Gallery of York University in Toronto, Canada.

Native Landscape Concepts
by Jake Ingram

The sketches included in this document are landscape concept ideas
for the Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens during Jim Draper’s exhibition in spring 2013. It was inspired by “Bringing Nature Home” which
focuses on native plants contributing to the web of life.
Jake Ingram is a retired landscape architect who moved back to his
hometown of Jacksonville, Florida, in 2005 after a thirty-five year absence. For ten years prior, he lived and worked in Walton County, Florida,
managing the landscaping efforts of the St. Joe Company’s developments. His most notable projects were WaterColor and WaterSound
where only native plants were used for landscaping. Shortly after moving
to Jacksonville, Jake and his wife, Pam, “greened up” their new home by
removing all turf and exotic plants and replanting with exclusively
native plants. Jake has been a member of the Florida Native Plant Society
for twelve years and is currently focusing his FNPS efforts on renovating
and upgrading Jacksonville’s Native Park on Park Street in Avondale.
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Gallery Window Ledge
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Art as Dialogue:
The Rediscovery of Nature
after Modernism
by Dr. Hans-Herbert Kögler

Hans-Herbert Kögler is a social philosopher who is recognized internationally for his contributions to the philosophy of the human and social
sciences, hermeneutics, and critical social theory. He has been published
extensively on these topics, including The Power of Dialogue: Critical
Hermeneutics after Gadamer and Foucault (1999), Michel Foucault (2004),
and Kultura, Kritika, Dialog (2006). He also co-edited Empathy and
Agency: The Problem of Understanding in the Human Sciences (2000).
Kögler is a Professor of Philosophy and Chair of the Philosophy Department at the University of North Florida in Jacksonville, Florida, and
received invitations as guest professor to the University of Klagenfurt,
Austria, and the Czech Academy of Social Sciences, Prague.
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I shall introduce the provocative thesis of the failure of modern art to
motivate a new conception of art as dialogue. Failure of modernism
addresses less the substance of modern art but rather the lack of an
adequate understanding of how art can and should engage the viewer.
The socially engaged art movement will provide us with a critical foil
to develop a dialogical conception of art that overcomes this problem.
However, the community-based art form will itself be shown to lack a fully
satisfactory idea of dialogical art. In order to develop such a conception,
we will reevaluate the concrete aesthetic qualities of art as well as reject
misguided conceptions of aesthetic experience. The analysis will arrive at
the possibility of a dialogical rediscovery of nature, for which Jim Draper’s
“Feast of Flowers” will serve as a concrete paradigm.

Against Art?
If we have reason to believe—as I think indeed we do—that modern
art’s self-declared mission to radically challenge and transform our
everyday perceptions has largely failed, we seem to have two options:
either return to a conventional and conservative understanding of art
as representing beauty, or to remain indebted to the modern impetus
by attempting to radicalize its challenging impact. The latter approach
is taken by contemporary community-based art practices, a politically
engaged art movement that redefines the artwork as identical with the
interpretive process of ascertaining its meaning. The dialogical process of
understanding one another becomes the focus of an art that defines the
encounter between artist and its ‘audience’ as the raison d’etre and ultimate
reality of art. This approach not only takes art out of the contemplative
safe haven of the museum into the streets, into the barrios, into the
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We will analyze these claims in more detail below. For a
concise and representative statement of this project, see
Grant Kester, “Dialogical Aesthetics: A Critical Framework
for Littoral Art, in Variant Supplement,” at www.ndirect.
co.uk/~variant/, published by Socially Engaged Practice Forum.
See also the developed account in Grant Kester, Conversation
Pieces. Community and Communication in Modern Art, Berkeley
and LA: University of California Press 2004; Pablo Helguera,
Education for Socially Engaged Art. New York: Jorge Pinto Books
2011; for additional leading essays on this movement as well
as a wide range of important examples, see Nato Thompson
(ed.), Living as Form: Socially Engaged Art from 1991–2011,
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 2012.
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in-between of open-ended, unscripted encounters between artists and
viewers; more radically, it also transcends the artist’s usual focus on the
l’objet d’art as a physical meaning-entailing entity by identifying the openended process of meaningful engagement with the very art object as such.1
If art is literally identified with its indeterminate, processual and
intersubjective understanding, the question arises what role is left, if any,
to more conventional aesthetic practices of representation and aesthetic
production? Is canvas-based, visual representation in art still capable of
participating in the aforementioned process of a dialogical meaningconstitution that leads to a challenged and perhaps radically altered
consciousness? Is it possible to expand the concept of a community-based
dialogical art in favor of a truly mutual exchange of meaning between
artist and viewer that includes more traditional art objects? Is it possible
that rectangular, flat, visually rich and even beautiful pictures can be
included in dialogical art practices? In a word: Can a painting, hung in a
museum, viewed by an individual subject, still be art that challenges?
The answer that I favor to this question is a qualified “yes,” with the
important addendum that crucial qualifications are needed for providing
the context in which art can still be a productive source of experience.
The creation of such an experiential context will involve a preparation
of the viewer vis-à-vis the artwork, including, first, the deconstruction of
subjectivizing factors in understanding artistic production and reception;
second, the reframing of aesthetic experience within the museum context;
and, finally, a new role definition of the artist as mediator and discloser of
meaning (rather than solely as its producer and creator). Most importantly,
it will thereby involve an anti-subjectivizing view of art, by which I mean a
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view that saves art from being identified as the subjective expression of a
uniquely qualified and positioned artist/subject. Widespread as it is, there
is so much wrong with this view that we can only hope to first create a
sensibility towards another option—towards other aesthetic optics, if you
wish. This alternative option vis-à-vis aesthetic experience would neither
identify art with the aforementioned privileged expression of a subjective
experience, nor would it dissolve the aesthetic reality of a visual-material
object and its reflexive powers into a merely subjective interpretive process.
Rather, it would define the artwork as the dialogical contribution towards a
new experience of its subject matter that is capable of affecting our views of it.
If properly launched, the artist’s contribution to visually mediated
experiences about the world, in particular about nature, would thus have
a new, yet nevertheless unique role. This role would be advanced, and
not as currently undermined, by the art museum as a frame for nonordinary and non-standard encounters with reality. The basic idea is
that the sensuous-visual understanding of reality through art will lead to
a new serious understanding of the world and reality—one that would
not be identified (and thus not be reduced) to the individual vision of a
particular painter or style. The experience of art would be triggered by
the artist, but not controlled or defined by her. Rather, the artist’s product
would be understood as a cognitive contribution to the truthful account
of what reality is, in its full aesthetic experience and mediation. In our
view, art must now shed its subjectifying features and again become a
serious medium of understanding reality. To reaffirm art today, we have to
first detach it from our current understanding of art. To endorse art as a
serious medium of experience, we first have to be against art.
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The Failure of Modernism

2

Kester, “Dialogical Aesthetics,” 3.

3

Kester, “Dialogical Aesthetics,” ibid.

It is easily forgotten how presumptuous the modernist idea of a direct
transformation of the viewer by a singular work of art really is.
Nevertheless, it is this idea which has driven much of modernist aesthetics.
It has defined the self-understanding of artists vis-à-vis the general
public, a public in turn conceived as deeply in need of transformative
experiences. As Grant Kester nicely describes, behind modern art stands
an “‘orthopedic’ aesthetic [that] aggressively seeks to transform the
viewer’s consciousness (implicitly defined as flawed or dulled) through an
overwhelming encounter with the work of art.”2 Underlying the normative
task to transform a viewer stands the ontological assumption that art has
the ability to do so, a view supplanted, according to Kester, by the belief in
some mysterious pre-cognitive force: “Art has the ability to operate on the
viewer through a unique, non-discursive, somatic power.”3
Kester’s characterization of a belief in a somatic and pre-linguistic power
may seem overdrawn, but it does explain the belief in the uniqueness
of art’s challenge to everyday modes of experience. Modern artists see
their function, whether purely aesthetically or more politically motivated,
in large part defined by the capacity to disrupt, challenge and displace
common categories of understanding and experience. Such experiential
transcendence vis-à-vis the all-too-familiar is not supposed to work via
discursive theory or logical argument, but in the mode of intuitive
experience itself. The artist assumes a privileged position with regard
to the viewer that transcends explicit thoughts and beliefs. Art’s power
is supposed to operate via a direct, shock-like, and impulsive event that
creates a lasting, transformative effect on the viewer. Such an event is
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Quoted in Kester, “Dialogical Aesthetics.”
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conceived as a shattering shock for an otherwise inert, unquestioned, and
often naïve world-view of the viewer. Much of modern art thus implies
“the positioning of the viewer as a passive subject whose epistemological
orientation to the world will be adjusted by the work of art.”4 The
singular work of art is granted the mysterious power to directly affect the
consciousness of the viewer.
Yet the modernist approach to aesthetic experience was from the start
bound to fail. The very foundational modernist belief that a singular,
isolated, non-linguistic work of visual construction could engage the viewer
to the extent projected by a radically transformative aesthetic is unrealistic.
By definition, the work of art is autonomous; it should thereby stand
for itself. But this also meant that it should engage by itself. This in turn
implied the refusal to embed the artwork into any meaningful context
or theory. This refusal was fueled by the avant-garde self-understanding
toward ideology destruction vis-à-vis the viewer. But by this very move the
ideologies were sealed off from an in-depth encounter, since they were
never themselves addressed by the artist. The artist’s task was defined by
transcending and not by addressing the world-views of the agents. Modern
artists deemed themselves above the masses, or in the words of sculptor
David Smith: “The artist deserves to be belligerent to the majority.”5
The artwork was sent, like an explosive meteorite, into a territory of
experiential assumptions whose content was negligible due to art’s
declared intent to overcome it.
We in turn have to ask whether such a mission could ever succeed. Is
the belief in art’s saving power not based on a suspicious ontology of the
disruptive event, which is misplaced since it ignores and never engages the
background understandings that agents bring to the aesthetic encounter?
To be sure, the detachment of art from any meaningful background—
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Walter Benjamin introduced the concept of the aura as
an artwork’s unique feature of immanent transcendence.
Artworks owe their aura to their original cultural-experiential
contexts. Here the artwork transcends what is instrumental
and controllable by being embedded in shared horizons of
value and practices that are oriented toward transcendent
realms. The museum dis-embeds the artwork and thus
loses this connection, which is replaced by the cult of the
uniquely positioned artist who works within a historical or
cultural context. Thus, the grouping of artists into historical
contexts is no contradiction because the context is seen as
the necessary background resource for the artist’s creation.
Yet what is lost is the orientation toward transcendence that
inhered in the cultural tradition from which the artwork
was drawn. In modern art, this dis-embedment becomes
self-conscious and is filled with the new project of radical
challenge, transformation and shock. The concept of an
artistic style, which is used both for pre-modern and modern
art, is the culmination of this autonomization of art by
making the defining of artworks the essence of their specific
historical or aesthetic manifestation. See Walter Benjamin,
“The work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction,” in
Illuminations, New York, Schocken Books 1969, 217–251. On
the museum, see also Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method,
New York: Crossroads 1979, esp. 134 f.
6

For a sociological approach that allows us to analyze the
claims I am making here, see Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of
Cultural Production. Essays on Art and Literature. New York:
Columbia University Press. 1993. I should emphasize that
Bourdieu helps me to articulate the empirical state of the
artworld, without me buying into his sociological ontology
of the aesthetic field as solely dominated by its internal logic.
For a critique of Bourdieu, see the special issue in Social
Epistemology, New Directions in the Sociology of Knowledge,
London 1997.
7

8
See Donald Kuspit, The New Subjectivism. Art in the 1980s.
New York: Da Capo Press 1993.
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one that would have allowed for a transformative challenge to become
meaningful—is further advanced by the museum context. The museum
severs art from any previous religious, cultural, or community-based
background. It disconnects the artwork from its aura, its cultural roots and
meaningfulness, and places it into a pseudo-world of pure aesthetic perception.6
This separation is based on the assumption of a pure encounter between
the singular work and the authentic artist’s unique creation. No allegedly
extraneous meaning is introduced, all is filtered out, no interpretive
framework except the historical background is provided to put things in
their place. The museum thus loses its unique opportunity to critically
challenge background assumptions. Instead of becoming an aesthetic
laboratory of experiences that are not defined by the logic of instrumental
value and profit, the museum becomes the institutional extension of
art as the subjective expression of artists which are grouped together in
historical schools or artistic styles. The museum complements an artworld
that is increasingly dominated by its own alienated logic of aesthetic value
or purely historical meaning.7
On one hand, this aesthetic value-orientation is expressive of an educated
public that knows both too little and too much about art, that develops
an elaborated art-historical expertise at the expense of true interest
and openness, and that displays sophisticated taste at the expense of
critical judgment of serious content. The encountered artwork is not
seen as starting a dialogue, as opening a new view on an issue, but rather
invites comments toward its own ‘value’ and form. The museum that
houses modern art thus becomes a space within which the unexpected is
expected, a free-floating realm of ‘shocking’ objects, a safe haven of the
pleasingly unsafe, a haunted house for the educated upper middle class.
The museum boringly presents the ever-same new by buying into a pure
subjectivism that fails to challenge any boundaries due to their declared absence.8
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If not all art, including some important and established
art, does not fit into this critique of experiential irrelevance,
it is not because it established its own pure meaning, but
rather because the meaningful background contexts proved
so pervasive that these artworks transcended the culturalinstitutional separation of art from the life-world as projected
by the modern art museum.
9
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On the other hand, the museum becomes the display board of the
most successful artists and their artworks as defined and elevated by the
discursive policemen of the art world—art critics. Art criticism defines
who’s in and who’s out, and what’s the next big thing. The experiential
space of the art museum is thus colonized by an aesthetic discourse
which reconstructs the importance of an artist’s place not with regard
to any real meaning, but solely on the account of how a style, a vision
and an approach can be located within the internal art-historical map
of movements and artists. Any discourse of how the internal content of
artworks communicates with values of the outside world is shunned as
barbarian, if it comes up at all. Accordingly, what is most detrimental
for a truly challenging experience of art—one that makes the artwork
speak to real issues and experiences—is that the artwork is not seen as
a contributor to issues and themes that define the agents’ existing lifeworlds. Art is not treated seriously, even if framed by a curator’s discourse.
By granting art its own universe of meanings—its autonomy—art indeed
loses all autonomy, namely the position to speak about issues. Artworks are
reduced to flashlights of aesthetic pleasure, to calculable shock-values that
fail to challenge because the function to challenge has become the main
calculation of their existence.9

The Response of Socially Engaged Dialogical Art

See literature in footnote, 1. See also especially Kester.
Conversation Pieces.
10

11

Kester, “Dialogical Aesthetics,” 4.

The declared goal of socially engaged dialogical art is to break free
from the aesthetic self-confinement that is much of modern art.10 This
new ‘activist’ art constitutes a serious attempt to overcome the analyzed
boundaries and barriers of a self-obsessed artworld, as it is “opposed to
traditional art that operates within both the discursive presuppositions
and the institutional sites of the ‘artworld’ and art audiences and that is,
moreover, often even further defined by a specific art medium.”11 What is
at stake remains nevertheless in some way faithful to a modern impetus,
namely to create a challenge, a response, a need to revisit or revise one’s
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preconceptions through an encounter with art. In line with our previous
analysis, ‘traditional’ and modern art is seen as falling short in this regard.
What takes central stage, in converting the negative analysis into a positive
ideal, is the very exchange or dialogue that can be accomplished via the
aesthetic experience but that is missed in the conventional picture. What
becomes imaginable now is a “discursive aesthetic based on the possibility
of a dialogical relationship that breaks down the conventional distinction
between artist, art work, and audience—a relationship that allows the
viewer to ‘speak back’ to the artist in certain ways, and in which the reply
becomes in effect a part of the ‘work’ itself.”12
Such a full-blown dialogizing of art implies a whole host of deconstructive
moves, not the least of which constitutes in the integration of complex
aesthetic reflection into the production of art. A new, critical reflexivity
fuels projects that are both radically opposed to the established
boundaries of the art world and stubbornly sticking to their own selfdefinition of being art.

Kester develops a detailed account of Stephen Willats’ work
as a reflexive dialogue between artists and agents in his book
Conversation Pieces, 89–97. He frames his analysis in explicit
reference to the account of a dialogically reflexive relationship
between social theorist and situated agent that I develop in
Hans-Herbert Kögler, The Power of Dialogue, Critical Hermeneutics
after Gadamer and Foucault, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 1999, esp.
251–274. Kester also discusses instructively the Vienna Project
WochenKlausur in which city officials and sex workers create
art by means of open dialogues on free-floating riverboats,
exempted from the usual power-dynamics of urban politics.
13

The gist of this approach can be understood as such: Driven by an attempt
to make art speak again, the very process of speaking, in fact, of speaking
to one another, becomes the overwhelming focus of aesthetic activity. Yet
the dialogical process is in turn not conceived as an end in itself, but is
supposed to lead to a heightened reflexivity on the side of viewer (see,
for example, Stephen Willats’ work), or to new political and cultural
solutions that would otherwise have been unthinkable (like in the Vienna
Intervention project).13 Art thus becomes decentered, literally, from its
previous orientation towards a visually or otherwise perceivable object
that is contemplatively experienced by a (usually singular) viewer: “The
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‘meaning’ of a given work is not centered in the physical locus of the
object, or in the imaginative capacity of a single viewer.”14 Rather, the
“capacity to ascertain meaning effects among particular viewers or coparticipants now emerges as such an important part of the process
of dialogical ‘feedback.’” The new focus of the artwork becomes the
intersubjectively structured situation.
In this new community-based art, the very realization of art as art, and not
just its ephemeral interpretation, is defined as an open-ended dialogue
among participants. The participants in this dialogue are now not bound by
their museum-assigned roles of either contemplative viewer or creativetransgressive artist. Rather, the artwork is seen as an emergent, never
fully finished, always provocative phenomenon best produced outside
the traditional sites of established art consumption, that is, outside the
museum. The dialogical experience becomes the essential part of the
artwork itself, while the reflexive awareness and the political consequences
resulting from this exchange can be seen as aesthetic effects that
reverberate beyond its usually defined boundaries.
Dialogical aesthetics is a major step forward to overcome a sterile
alienation of self-encapsulated art practices. Yet the way that this renewal
of a challenging art experience is conceived entails its own limits. These
are due in part by its adherence to a modernist orientation at the viewer’s
to-be-transformed consciousness, only that such a transformation is now
re-envisioned as the mutual exchange between artist and co-participants.
The full inclusion of the dialogical process is an important correction
of the one-sided epistemological role that was previously granted to the
artist as the sole liberator of an ideologically distorted and lost audience. Yet
the new understanding of dialogue now refocuses the energy of the artistaudience encounter almost exclusively on how the mutual exchange between
the two groups, artists and audience members, is about to be produced.
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Indeed, as we saw, the very meaning of the artwork is now largely
identified with the dialogical exchange, without taking into account the
core meaning that artworks may produce as a move or as a contribution in
this very dialogue. The dialogue about art that was to lead to the creation
of a newly defined self-understanding is conflated with the dialogue of
the participants which is now often rendered as the core of the artwork
itself. The identity of art is almost exclusively focused on the process of
intersubjective exchange itself, or on the effects that such an exchange
has on the involved participants via the dialogical process or via longer
term consequences within the social realm. What is lost is the unique
experiential contribution that the artist qua artwork is able to make to
this very exchange.

Exemplary projects in this regard include Suzanne Lacy,
Annice Jacoby, Chris Johnson’s The Roof is on Fire, in which 220
LA teens dialogue with city officials on the roof of a parking
garage, with the officials walking from car to car to interact
with the seated teens. The dialogue did much to expel usual
stereotypes of the minority teens as drug- and violence
defined subjects. In Germany, Christoph Schlingensief’s work
targeted similar goals by developing shock scenarios that led
to radical challenges regarding anti-foreigner prejudice and
xenophobia. See Kester, Conversation Pieces, Introduction, and
Thompson, Living As Form, 178 (Lacy), 215 (Schlingensief).
15

The dialogical art movement therefore involves, in spite of its correct
insistence of the dialogical nature of aesthetic experience, several
dangers. They all circulate around the issue of how dialogue here is best
understood. To begin with, community-based dialogical art insists that it
is still art. Yet this insistence must entail the capacity to name a certain
difference to other dialogical contexts of exchange. It cannot be enough
that artists use the culturally specific role of the artist-creator to now create
spaces in which otherwise opposed political subjects are able to talk, to
reflect, or to mutually learn from one another.15 Such a use of one’s
cultural role, however ethically advantageous, would be a highly strategic
and somewhat disingenuous subversion of the role of the contemplative
artist. The artist as ethicist with a paintbrush would forget that true
dialogue is defined by openness, not by an intended outcome, however
ethical. Art as dialogue, to be truly experiential, must remain true to the
unique realm that art was able to carve out in our culture, namely to avoid
any conceptual determination. Dialogical space consists in an experience
that is open-ended, not pre-determined. It consists in an experiential
realm that is not pre-defined by theoretical or ethical viewpoints.
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Even if we may say, as the previous concrete examples
suggest, that the role of the artist and her ingenious devices
may entail an activist potential that straightforward political
activism lacks, we nevertheless suggest that this undersells the
true experiential potential that artworks posses with regard to
developing lasting challenges of our everyday understanding
of reality.
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Any pre-determination of what the aesthetic disclosure is about would
actually be a closure of the experiential possibilities that art may be able to
open up. If socially engaged art and its activist orientation tends to identify
the artwork with a dialogue that raises the consciousness of participants
vis-à-vis their socio-political condition, it must always be asked: What is
uniquely aesthetic? What is the need for art in this context to create such
a new reflexive self-understanding? Would this not be better achieved by
social sciences and social theory that scientifically articulates our situation?
Would the intended outcome not be better put into practice by social
movements and political parties that directly fight for an improved social life?16
Accordingly, to differentiate the aesthetic experience from other dialogical
exchanges, we suggest that art has to endorse its visual-sensualistic
medium. What we indicated above as the need to pay attention to art
as a serious contribution in the dialogue now becomes manifest. The
difference of the dialogical exchange triggered by art is that its mediation
of reality does not operate via conceptual or linguistic means. It does
not happen via explicit thought or argument. Rather, it happens via a
sensuous process that is centered on the visual experience of the objects
or presentations encountered. It is thus representational by visually
presenting that which is thereby present and yet absent. Art thereby brings
closer to us what can never be fully integrated into our conceptual reign
or understanding. It brings us visually in closeness to an ever-present
distance which we have to respect. Art thus never fully delivers the object
as one that can be fully possessed or determined. This sensuous medium is
more encompassing as pure discourse but also requires—or rather allows
for—an additional effort to articulate the meaning.
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Gadamer, Truth and Method, esp. 383–405.
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If thus the artwork, as sensuous object, is rehabilitated as a necessary
component of aesthetic dialogue, we can see in turn that the definition
of dialogue entails that it is always about something. When we approach
someone to exchange our beliefs about something in an open
conversation, we are always first and foremost oriented towards what the
other is saying, to the content of his words. We are thus oriented towards
the subject matter, towards what is at stake.17 Now in the aesthetic dialogue
enabled by art, any pre-determination of what the aesthetic disclosure
is about would be opposed to its unique nature as aesthetic disclosure.
We are thus led once more to the issue of a uniquely aesthetic mediation
that provides an irreplaceable, sensually mediated and provocatively
open-ended approach to our experience. But moreover, we are now
also led to a new opening, to a widening of the content of the dialogue
that may be created by new art practices that have freed themselves
from the subjectivist bias of much of modern art. Similarly, we can also
overcome the overly restrictive obsession of the new socially engaged art
with the creation of a new social self-understanding. In contrast, we can
now open ourselves to envision the new aesthetic dialogue to be about
whatever is worth experiencing. And instead of being totally focused
on the production of a critical social reflexivity—i.e on a reflexivity
that challenges social injustice and power—we can now envision that
art engages us with regard to anything. The dialogue which art is to
become is not just about society, but also about ourselves and about
nature. Accordingly, reintroducing the importance of the subject matter
of dialogue into art, which is now defined as the sensuous mediation
of its content, redefines art as a unique form of dialogue with reality. It
enhances and transcends the limits of a socially engaged aesthetic by opening
up new realms of understanding, one of which is with regard to nature.
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Engaging the Silent Subject of Nature in Florida

It is especially with regard to this issue that I will now
suggest that so-called ‘traditional’ museum-based paintings
still have an important role to play.

18

We are now in a position to return to our initial question: How can
traditional paintings, hung in a museum, be understood as true art?
In other words, how can these artworks be seen as challenging and
provocative, and thus be truly experiential? The strengths and weaknesses
of several responses to this challenge in modern and socially engaged
art can now help us to broaden our perspective such that museum-based
paintings can be included. Indeed, our discussion allows for a more subtle
rephrasing of this question, suggesting that we need to inquire into the
condition of possibility of museum art to be a substantive contribution to
dialogue. At stake is how such artworks can be understood to speak to us
with regard to serious issues and themes, and how they can speak to us in
a manner that they make unique contributions.18
To be sure, the dialogical role of art can only come into view when the
experiential context in which paintings are viewed is radically altered.
To be able to experience paintings in a truly transformative, open and
challenging way, the hitherto assumed framework of art as subjective
expression—however driven by the urge to challenge the viewer—has
to be given up. Paintings can neither be defined by their style, as
an intentional expression of the solitary artist, nor as an offer to the
recipient’s pleasant experience of creative colors and forms; rather,
artworks have to be seen again as expressive of content, as contributing
to a discourse, as capable of saying something. Yet to make this happen,
three transformations within our account of aesthetic experience are
necessary.
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1. We have to thoroughly reject the devaluation of the sensuous medium in
which the subject matter of art is presented. The visual account of colors and forms are not just the surface phenomenon of an otherwise
determined nature. Going back to early modern epistemology, color
and visual perception has been devalued as a secondary quality, against
which primary qualities stand that express matter itself. Goethe’s metaphysical view of colors belongs here as an important opposition, less
for its concrete claims but rather for its understanding that visual experience is as much part of our reality as any other experience. The
sensuous-visual rendering of our encounter with nature is to be given
the same ontological dignity as any other representation of objects.
2. We need to undo the debilitating subjectivism that dominates much of
our understanding of the experience of art. This involves a twofold
task. On the side of the recipient, we need to overcome the idea of an
interpreting subject that encounters artworks on her own, as a passivereceptive subject that constructs her own reading as she pleases. Rather, the self that encounters art must be seen as a dialogically embedded
nodal point of many previous interpretations and understandings that
are invoked and provoked by the artwork. On the side of the artist, we
need to employ a similarly socially-based understanding. The artist is
not and has never been the solitary genius, the lonely un-encumbered
individual, but is always an agent situated in cultural and social background contexts from which her visually constructed understanding of
the world emerges.
3. Therefore, if the sensuous medium of the pictural artwork as much
as the situatedness of both recipients and producers is fully acknowledged, we must finally redefine the museum as the experiential space of reflexive cultural encounters. The museum is not the substitute follow-up
of the secular religion of l’art pour l’art, where genius artists show the
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way to an educated, elevated public that dwells in its sheer creativity.
Rather, the museum is the space in which alternative conceptions of
our self-understanding, including our understanding of nature, may
be explored. Rather than the adult playground of unleashed subjectivity, the museum returns on the cultural scene as a medium for serious
yet trans-scientific dialogues. The visions and views presented there are
contributions to the dialogue about our reality. They transcend the
current realm of the scientific acceptability without thereby foregoing
the claim to make ontological statements about us and our relation to nature.
This new frame of reference for the experience of art allows us to redefine
our relation to nature and its representation in art. We can now critically
reassess the idea that the representation of nature should be seen as a
naturalistic rendering of nature. Recall that we are not in the business of
defining styles, of assigning places and values in the historical-discursive
universe of the artworld. Rather, we are trying to understand what kind
of contribution is made, what is ‘said’ in the medium of the sensuousvisual presentations of nature. And it is here where we are finally ready to
approach adequately Jim Draper’s recent work “Feast of Flowers.”
As should be obvious, this essay is meant to prepare a new way of seeing
these images of encounters with Florida’s nature, to set up a better way of
understanding them than we may usually be accustomed when entering
an ‘art show’ in a museum. These comments are therefore nothing but
modest signposts towards an experience of nature that is shared through
them and by them, as these encounters are conveyed in the sensuously
concrete medium of the presentation of nature in Florida.
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See the programmatic statements on Jim Draper’s website
regarding the “Feast of Flowers,” where the intertwinement of
the cultural history of Florida and the experience of nature in
Florida go hand in hand.
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It is no accident that these encounters with nature are taking place
with Florida’s nature. The fact that Florida is chosen already reveals
an understanding of the complex intertwinement of subjective and
objective factors in the experience of the phenomenon of nature, as the
title “Feast of Flowers” stands for the encounter with Florida’s raw nature,
and yet Florida is also explicitly defined as a cultural construct that is
at stake here.19 Florida is, from its inception, premised on an abundant
understanding of nature’s force and strength, as a site of youth and
life, as in the myth of the Fountain of Youth which is ironically echoed
in the current cultural imaginary for Florida as both the site of college
students’ voluptuous spring breaks and as a major national retirement
location. Florida is uniquely destined as a symbol for our encounter with
nature. In the current project, it is renamed as “Feast of Flowers” so that
the conventional “Florida” is re-experienced to articulate the overflowing
strength of its subject. It is meant to make us face the nature that surrounds
us (especially as Floridians) as a phenomenon we do not master or fully
understand, as a force we need to cherish and respect, as a challenge that is
presented to us if only we are ready to open ourselves to its experience.
Jim Draper’s art is thus an art that is not interested in being art, but wants
to tell a story, or rather more ambitiously and more correctly, wants to gain
another kind of access to nature than we are used to, both in art and in
science. Yet to create artworks that open ourselves up towards nature, that
help us gain access, is not to imitate nature, to realistically present it,
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or to chase after our impression of it, to show what we experience when we
experience ‘it.’ Beyond realism and impressionism, therefore, stands this
art as a kind of visual interactionism, or interactive representationalism—if
we understand that this has nothing to do with representing the ‘image’ of
nature as we may experience it. These artworks are not, as we explained
before, to be grouped into another artistic school or style, but rather are
descriptions of the process in which the experience is recorded. Indeed,
we may call these paintings ‘recordings’ of an experience with and within
nature, sensuous-visual statements of the experience of this dialogical inbetween, of this encounter with nature.
To be sure, the process of accomplishing this visual recoding of the
dialogues with nature is highly mediated—no easy access to that which
is known so differently in other venues of experience. I see two essential
movements that shape the paintings. First, there is the prolonged and
intensive process of immersion and detachment, starting with the artist’s
long hikes in the swamps and forests, the extensive taking of photographs,
and the transformation of the photographs into large scale paintings that
present the modified account of the latter. There are thus several steps
of presentation and representation, as if to carve out what really belongs
to the encounter. Second, there is the intent to produce a narrative
quality with regard to the subject matter shown, such that the trees, for
instance, become protagonists in settings that they both dominate and
are dominated by, with their impressive figures that nevertheless find
themselves entangled in an overwhelming network of relations. The
surrounding systems shape the trees as much as they attempt to withstand
these powers. Without a shallow anthropomorphic rendering of these
giant plants, Draper nonetheless succeeds to present them as characters,
as agents in a natural setting, as situated and entangled in a structure into
which they are thrown into like humans into their lives.
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The knowledge of how these images are produced gives their account as
characters more depth. The dense rendering of the colors and flowing
forms create the convincing depiction of nature as a complex, relational,
constantly moving and open-ended system with structures and agency
inextricably intertwined, just as much as the recording human artist
was with its natural environment. The “Feast of Flowers” should thus be
considered an example of an art that transcends its own categorization
as art by being engaged in opening up a new experiential access to the
object domain it is representing, rather than by being acknowledged as
an important representation itself. What we may find in these paintings is
indeed a new way of understanding nature, a visually achieved openness
to the natural Other.
Given the multifold categories that define our understanding of nature as
subjective experience, what we tried to do here is to open our understanding
such that a re-experience of these dialogical recordings of nature is possible.
We suggested that we should avoid categorizing these paintings as art in the
traditional sense so that their point not be missed. In the end, of course, the
paintings will have to speak for themselves—or rather, for nature.

Feast of Flowers: Soundscapes
by Jeremiah Johnson

I first began by taking natural field recordings from the
springs and modifying them to create a kind of reassembled reality. All attempts in this arena yielded a very
disjointed, almost "technological" feeling result. Aesthetically speaking, I felt the project as a whole was
trying to move entirely in the other direction.
I began to experiment openly, looking for a sound palette. I read about Florida history and began to feel influence from the Timucuan. Their demise was brought on
predominantly by Christian missionaries who dismantled their rather sophisticated folklore rituals, resulting
in an absence of what were effectively the health code
practices in the tribes. This and other found imagery
relating to St. Augustine and the areas the tribe inhabited seemed to align with certain symbols and meanings present in the larger work.
I had developed a technique in previous projects involving playing a "base" instrument (in a composition)
with an inconsistent "human" rhythm and then playing
to those tracks with supporting instruments and learning the inconsistencies. I sometimes marked areas

for cues with transparency sheets taped to screens.
It created a kind of sloppy effect, but I enjoyed the odd
results. I tried to employ a similar technique here but with
nature as the rhythm section. I chose to play along to birds,
cicadas, the springs themselves, frogs and alligators.
All the field recordings were collected either from
springs near Jacksonville and St. Augustine or from
friends in an online community who could acquire
longer or higher quality versions of some of the animal sounds I needed. I also used some of the items
Jim [Draper] gave me and had to import some cicadas
that were not native because of their unique rhythm.
I cut and aligned these to create phrases and then tried
to play to these using whatever natural percussive
instruments I could find: drums, shakers, tambo, etc.
I also employed a handmade "hang-style” drum that
I fashioned from a propane tank, a small toy flute that
I played like a bird and some small amount of vocals
here and there—basically the most natural or "primitive" sounding instruments I could find that perhaps
the natives themselves could or would have used.
Moods were assigned to the tracks based on how the

initial field recordings struck me. All sound flowed from
that. All design of the structure came from actions natives would take in their day to day lives. Also, some
of my personal experience with the springs is reflected
in the emotional content as well as native ideas of religion filtered through the Spanish Christian influence
that came later.
Jeremiah Ezekiel Johnson is a musician, engineer and
producer. Defining himself as a local jack of all trades,
he has worked with music and sound in Jacksonville,
Florida, for over a decade. He is the frontman of Wudun
and has served as producer, engineer and supporting
musician for multiple acts in varying disciplines, including Radical Face, Julius Airwave, Witchporn, Biowulf
and Sunday Cervix, among several others. He is the
nightly tender of the Main Street Bridge.

Swamp Loam

Cicada Conductor

Springs Church

Run Rest

Selected Works
by Jeremy Chandler

As a boy growing up in North Florida, I experienced
the landscape directly and intimately. For me and
my friends, the forests and rivers were isolated,
malleable spaces where we could express our imaginations through physical interaction with the places
we played. In this way, the Florida landscape became
magic and these interactions formed vivid, tactile
memories, which I often attempt to articulate through my
photographs now as an adult artist. Furthermore, my
relationship with those wild spaces and other people
within that context, is what has helped shape much of
my art practice as well as my personal mythology. It
recently occurred to me that there is not much difference between how I make art now and how I played
and explored as a child.

In my work, I am interested in creating narratives and
regularly use the northern Florida landscape as the
setting for my images. Both my memory and connection to the places I photograph inform the development
of my narratives and the aesthetics of my images.
Typically when I work, I organize a small group of
friends (who I also use as subjects in my photos) and
we go on an excursion. This process has become
central to my art practice and the shared experience of
being in the Florida landscape together is ultimately as
important to me as the product.

Jeremy Chandler is a photographic artist who oscillates
between constructing narrative images and engaging
ephemeral communities through prolonged portrait
series. Chandler is interested in how landscapes shape
individual notions of self as well as social dynamics
between people. His work questions traditional notions
of masculinity, which are also often expressed through
men’s relationships with the forest and with one
another within this context. In addition to being the
2008 Photographer Laureate for the city of Tampa,
Chandler has been included in numerous group and
solo exhibitions throughout the United States, and his
work is held in public and private collections throughout the world. He received his Bachelor of Fine Arts from
the University of Florida in Creative Photography and
his Master of Fine Arts at the University of South Florida. Chandler is currently an Assistant Professor and
Photography Area Coordinator in the Art Department
at Southern Connecticut State University. To view more
of Chandler’s work, visit www.jeremychandler.net

Ghillie Suit 3 (Flowers), 2011

Twilight Tent, 2010

Ghillie Suit 1, 2011

Ghillie Suit Pine Straw, 2011

River Fire, 2011

Controlled Burn, 2011

Fire Worker, 2010

Eating & Feasting:
An Interview with Cari Sanchez-Potter
by Staci Bu Shea

Cari Sanchez-Potter grew up in Ohio and, since leaving her hometown,
has lived in Boston, Buenos Aires, Spanish Basque Country, Japan,
South Australia and Switzerland. Her educational and professional background is in marketing. A love for food, drink and travel led her to obtain
a Master of Arts in Gastronomy from the University of South Australia/
Le Cordon Bleu in 2008. Currently, she is the General Manager of Intuition Ale Works in Jacksonville, Florida. Potter’s personal mission is to
help foster a vibrant food and drink culture in Northeast Florida. She
cofounded and quarterly produces The Legend Series, is a founder and
manager of the King Street Farmer’s Market, writes a food and travel
blog called viCARIous, has contributed food articles to Food Cultures
of the World Encyclopedia (2010), Jacksonville Magazine and Metro
Jacksonville, sits on the board of Atypical Arts Presents and is actively
involved with Slow Food First Coast.
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At the outset of your personal gastronomy, you are a multicultured and multi-disciplined producer of great food with
an emphasis on the experiential qualities of dining. What
do you believe separates eating from feasting?
We eat all the time. Eating is a quotidian necessity
while feasting is a communal gathering that often
accompanies a special occasion. Feasting is truly a
social “event.” In America, many of us often eat alone,
whenever we can find a spare five minutes, or even—
horror!—in our cars, on our way to somewhere else.
We eat street food while standing up, walking around,
on our way to work or when we’re in a hurry. All of
those situations have a simple goal: to get food and
nourishment into the belly, and fast!
Feasting is something different. Nobody feasts alone
or on the move. Feasts incorporate social and cultural
rituals and fulfill a sense of belonging and community.
In Argentina, for example, many families enjoy a
weekly feast called the asado that is laden with rituals

“The feast can take infinite forms,
yet the common thread is that it is
a celebrator y, shared experience that is
more special than an ever yday meal.”

and cultural connotations: Men wake early to start a
fire, prepare and barbecue meat while drinking red
wine and talking soccer with their mates. Meanwhile,
women prepare salads and accompaniments in the
kitchen. Gender roles are defined and elements of the
feast speak to the shared history and other parts of
the greater culture in which they take place (although,
granted, many traditional rituals are evolving as
we all experience the effects of modernization and
globalization—more on that later).
In America and elsewhere, holidays or religious events
are often occasions for feasting. We Americans are such
a multi-cultured people that it’s nearly impossible to
pinpoint feasting rituals that apply across the board
to all Americans. Even a Thanksgiving turkey can be
seasoned with adobo in a Puerto Rican household,
served with kimchee and banchan in a KoreanAmerican home or accompanied by tamales in a
Mexican-American family. And on, and on, and on.
The feast can take infinite forms, yet the common
thread is that it is a celebratory, shared experience that
is more special than an everyday meal.

What is this inherent and vital connection between all the
properties that make up the feast? That is, between the
courses, chefs, space/place, service of a dining experience
and the ritualistic celebration over a meal?
Feasts are festive events where we all come together
to celebrate something, whether it’s a religious
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occasion, a birthday, a holiday, a promotion or some
other element of our culture or a celebration that we
want to share with others. Feasts are joyful, indulgent
celebrations…for those partaking in the meal.
However, feasts are experienced differently depending
on the setting and the roles of each participant. A
restaurant chef doesn’t have the same experience as
a diner. He’s working; the guest is there to celebrate.
The server is getting paid and isn’t free to partake in
the festivities; the diner is paying for the experience
and therefore expects a certain level of attention
balanced with privacy that separates the experience of
dining in a restaurant setting from that of dining with
friends and family at home. When guests are paying
for the experience there is an inherent disconnect
between those behind the scenes in the kitchen and
those seated at the table. So, the feast differs in a
restaurant setting in that it is not a universally “shared,”
celebratory experience for all participants in the meal.
When we dine at home, with family and friends, the
central theme running through all the elements of the
feast is the celebratory tone of the occasion.

Since one can only consciously be aware of a handful
of bodily sensations at one time, though physically
experiencing thousands, explain your ideal sensorial feast.
You hear of avant garde restaurants that push the
limits of sensory engagement. I’ve heard of dinners
eaten in pitch black that force diners to exercise their
senses of touch, scent and smell instead of relying
on sight. There are establishments that attempt to
bombard the senses; imagine a waiter blowing smoke
in your face while you put one hand in a bowl of
ice-cold water and use the other to eat a ham “foam”
sandwich. They really try to push boundaries and
challenge the diner to simultaneously experience as
many bodily sensations as possible.
I’m all for these types of creative and artistic
experiences, but they’re not my ideal sensorial feast.
I think they’re a bit uncomfortable. There’s no way
to be completely at ease during a meal like that, and
there’s a fair amount of anxiety about what could
possibly be coming next and whether or not you’ll
know the “correct” way to eat the dish.
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To me, the best feasts are relaxed affairs, where the
chef foregoes his ego and instead aims to please the
diner. Novelty has no place, and neither does snobbery.
I want to pick up a piece of fried chicken and eat it
messily with my hands—and not feel self-conscious
about getting crumbs on my face. I want a comforting
bowl of soup with aromas I can really inhale before
a spoon ever touches the broth. I want to sop up a
leftover sauce with a hunk of warm, crusty bread. So,
I guess my ideal sensory experience is very tactile—I
want to interact with my food, but I want to do it in a
natural way that doesn’t seem forced. I don’t want to
need instructions from a chef.
Natural tactile experiences vary across cultures. In
Ethiopia and elsewhere, food is eaten with the fingers,
and utensils are rarely ever used. When I lived in Japan,
I always thought it was interesting that my Japanese
friends said food doesn’t taste quite as satisfying
when you eat it with metal utensils. And when I really
thought about it, sushi did taste better when I picked it
up with my fingers. It felt more natural for my tongue
to experience bamboo chopsticks when eating noodles
rather than the harsh, hard, cold metal of a fork.

During a five course meal, which course do you find to be
the most climactic?
I experience a little jolt of adrenaline when each
course is placed in front of me. Menu descriptions
of dishes are fun teasers, but it’s one thing to read
about a dish and quite another to see it come alive on
the plate in three dimensions. Each chef interprets
dishes differently and infuses their own creativity
and style into every plate. Just think how different a
cassoulet could be coming from three different chefs:
a traditionalist would serve a peasant-inspired homey
stew in a cast-iron pot; a molecular gastronomist
might use spherification to present a single bite of
jellified cassoulet on a spoon; and a modernist would
deconstruct each element and lay them out artistically
on the broad canvas of the plate. It’s always exciting to
see what comes from the kitchen and how each dish
differs from how I imagined it might be. So, I supposed
I experience mini-climaxes throughout the course of
the entire meal.
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Considering the source or beginning of a meal—from the
farm to the chefs in the kitchen, to the decisive moment to
dine—at what point does personal ownership begin? What
goes through your mind when thinking about owned land
and an owned seat at the table?
It’s difficult for me to say the land where vegetables
are grown or where cattle graze belongs to any one
landowner or farmer. We’re collectively responsible for
the health of our earth and the land that sustains us,
no matter who technically “owns” the farms.

“Farm-to-table, organic, local—all of these
have become buzz words that can commoditize
genuine eating and dining experiences,
often at the expense of quality.”
Chefs respect this shared responsibility and ownership
for the land more than the average person. Chefs
understand that they can’t do their job well and
provide a high quality experience to diners without
high quality products that come from a healthy
landscape, and that healthy landscapes are the result of
all of our efforts (or lack thereof) towards sustainability.

When we sit at the table we don’t often consider that
we are the benefactors of a collective effort that starts
with our own decisions. Our actions affect the health
of the land, which affects the quality of the soil, which
affects the quality of products delivered to the chefs.
The best chefs respect their ingredients and let their
natural qualities shine through. But without pristine
ingredients that strategy doesn’t work.
It might be a granola way of thinking, but my opinion is
that, on a theoretical level, none of us “own” the meal
placed in front of us. Yet when the server drops the
check on the table the diners become owners of the
experience. The exchange of money for the food and
service turns that hippie “we are all owners of the earth”
way of thinking into a consumer experience. That’s
what a restaurant does, I suppose: it turns a meal into a
capitalistic experience, and capitalism is based on private
ownership. The restaurant’s product—the meal—is now a
means for making profit, and by purchasing the product
the diner is now the owner of the experience.

Since commodity is no longer simply material and product,
but also source, time and experience, how has the market
changed the quality of eating? Or how has the quality of
eating changed the market?
Farm-to-table, organic, local—all of these have become
buzz words that can commoditize genuine eating and
dining experiences, often at the expense of quality.
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Take the “farm-to-table” movement…doesn’t all food
come from a farm? Even if it’s a factory farm that
slaughters thousands of chickens a day or sprays its
tomatoes with truckloads of pesticides…it’s still a “farm”
and I still eat while sitting at a “table.”
The word “local” has been commoditized. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s definition of a “local”
food is one that has been transported less than 400
miles from the origin of the product. That means any
restaurant or retailer here in Northeast Florida can
label a product as “local”—even if it comes from Miami
or as far as North Carolina. Is that really what the
whole “local food” movement is all about?
Really, commoditizing the term “local” in order to add
value to a food product defeats the whole purpose
of what the local food movement is trying to achieve.
We romanticize the notions of organic or local
then commoditize them through marketing and
advertisements designed to make the food items
appear to come from a small, family-owned farm with
a red barn and a white picket fence. We often spend a
premium to purchase foods that have the appearance of
being artisanal, handmade or from a farm run by folks with
good homegrown values. But often the glossy appearances
belie the true origins and quality of our food.

The real local food movement is all about creating an
experience that is the opposite of a commodity: getting
to know your farmers as individuals; understanding the
difficulties of geography, the seasons and the unique
challenges of different methods of farming; and
understanding that your farmer won’t always be able to
supply you with corn in September if there’s a drought
or a bad harvest.
We’ve all come to expect perfect, unblemished
produce and now that “local” and “organic” have
become more and more mainstream, we expect to
be able to have perfect local and organic ingredients
available to us on demand. But that’s not what food is
about, and unfortunately many of us have lost touch
with the realities of our food system.
Quality doesn’t have to mean a redder, more
uniformly-shaped tomato. And quality is such a
subjective concept. I believe that, as Brillat-Savarin, the
great gastronomist, said, “What’s good to think is good
to eat.” Truly local food tastes better to me because
I know the farmer, I’ve visited his field, I’ve listened
to his stories and I’ve shared in his hardships and
successes. That’s my idea of a quality experience and a
quality food product.
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How do you think the feast will reclaim itself in the future,
given the nature of change? For example, “farm-to-table”
used to be quite normal when TV dinners and frozen pizza
were exotic; now “farm-to-table” is exotic.
I think we all want to feel like we belong, and cultural
changes brought about by globalization, modernization,
urbanization, increasing choices and the traditional roles
of women have confused familiar cultural rituals related
to the feast in cuisines around the world.
TV dinners, frozen pizza and other quick meal fixes
gained popularity as women entered the workforce
and had less time to spend in the kitchen. Now we are
experiencing a return to traditional, seasonal foods.
Countless blogs and magazine articles romanticize the
simpler cooking of our grandmothers, when they ate
what was locally available and in season and weren’t
bombarded with thousands of choices when they
visited the local market. We city-dwellers have a certain
nostalgia for a simpler, rural life of days long past,
when we had time to bake our own breads, preserve
our own produce from our own gardens and gather
eggs from the hens in our own backyards. Yet we’d be
hard-pressed to give up the multitude of choices we
enjoy today in the form of “ethnic” restaurants and
international aisles in our grocery stores.

The reality for many of us is that most days we grab
takeout on the way home from work, or put together
a simple dinner and eat it quickly. Yet the feast is a
time when we can honor the slower, simpler traditions
of our grandmothers or explore the possibilities of
international cuisines with our friends; when we can
spend days planning menus and sourcing ingredients;
and when we can spend time in the kitchen with our
families and friends and linger over a shared meal
while forgetting, for awhile, the everyday pressures of
our increasingly frenzied lives.
As smart phones, email, social media, constant
connectivity and busy schedules continue to be major
pieces of our culture, I believe the feast will continue
to fulfill a sense of longing for a “simpler” life and a
need for belonging and community, while offering a
respite from the chaos of our daily lives.

Last but not least, at the time of this interview, what do
you have an appetite for at the moment?
Tonight I’ll be eating “eggs in purgatory” made using
local eggs and tomatoes I canned in the summer.
They’ll be accompanied by garlic bread delivered by
bike earlier this week by local bread peddlers. Maybe
I’ll sprinkle the eggs with some natural truffle oil I
mail-ordered from Oregon. It’ll be a perfect dinner
for one. Like most days, I’ve been thinking about
dinner since breakfast….

A Bright Orange
Adventure
by Katrina Zoe Norbom & Eric Hawes

Katrina Zoe Norbom graduated from the University of North Florida in
2009 with a Bachelor of Science degree in International Studies and minors in Environmental Science and Spanish. She became a certified herbalist through the Chestnut School of Herbal Medicine in Asheville, North
Carolina, in 2011. Eric Hawes attends Gaia University and is the Spiritual
Director of The Sacred Embodiment Center in Asheville, North Carolina.
Together, they are the founders of Wild Spirit Healing, where they mediate their relationship with the land by practicing wild harvesting. They
do so to cultivate, wild harvest and share the earth’s medicines and
wisdom with their communities. They encourage those interested
in guided nature walks, wild harvesting and interactive discovery to
contact them at wildspirithealing@gmail.com.
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Dreamily floating down one of Florida’s most beautiful rivers, Eric
and I were completely in awe of all of the wonder around us: the
shimmering clear blue water, the glowing swirling river grass, the
vibrant green plants bursting with bright flowers and berries. We were
so enchanted that we surrendered to the river, put our paddles down
and let it guide us as fast as it moved the turtles.
Suddenly, our glide came to a halt as our kayak got stuck on a shallow
log. We were rocking back and forth trying to free the boat until our
eyes caught a glimpse of dazzling orange. We looked up and found
that we were right in front of a beautiful persimmon tree nestled
on the river’s edge! I climbed out of the boat and shuffled along a
slippery, slimy algae covered log to see if there were any ripe fruits.
As I was gently squeezing the persimmons on the tree, one fell off and
started floating down the river! I looked at Eric and knew what had to
be done. I dove off the log and swam fast after the delicious, gooey fruit!
I caught it and we shared the delectable caramel apricot flavored treasure
in celebration of a wonderfully adventurous and wild time on the river.
Soon after that, we spotted a huge persimmon tree high in the canopy.
It was nearly 60 feet tall and heavy with bright fruit. We climbed
through the forest to reach it and found there were no fruits on the
ground. We saw white tail deer tracks and scat, so we knew fruit had
already dropped. We wondered who had been there before us; it could
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have been a squirrel, fox, skunk, deer, coyote, raccoon, opossum,
bird, human or all of them! Happy to see the fruit was being enjoyed,
we continued on our journey and launched our boat back into the
illuminated waters.
We will be visiting that giant river persimmon tree soon to say, “hello”
and to see if there are any more sweet fruits. I am curious to see what
other tracks we will find and what the tree will look like.
Observing plants over the different seasons has helped me gain a
deep appreciation of the seasonal foods and medicines. Since I have
started wild harvesting, I have become empowered and confident that
I can flourish off the land and its vibrantly nutritious wild foods.
It is crucial to get to know the plants. It seems to me that a lot of
people have lost their connection to the land, to their food and to
their health. Let’s regain our connection to the land! Let’s begin by
establishing better relationships with individual plants; not just the
potted palms and orchids in our homes, but the wild plants growing
in our backyards and in the forests. How many powerful medicinal
plants do we walk by day after day? How many delicious ripe fruits
and succulent snacks do we pass? If you have a yard with a hint of
wildness to it or if you walk through nature, then I guarantee that you
are surrounded by edibles and medicines. Who knows which delicious
treasures and precious medicines are planted on your path? Who
knows what wisdom the plants hold for you?
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I was so excited when I was first introduced to persimmons! They
are one of the best tasting fruits I have had, packed with abundant
nutrients. I valued them so much, but I had no idea that the fruits
held such great wisdom until friends revealed a secret to me last fall.
One evening, I brought a bowl of persimmons over to some friends.
As we were eating them, they were saving the seeds. I figured that they
were just saving seeds to plant more trees…until they started to cut
them open. They started to pass the opened seeds around, examining
each one. With sighs of relief, they all said, “Fork!” There were fork
shapes in all of the persimmon seeds that we had that night, and all of
my friends happily agreed that a mild winter was approaching.
According to weather folklore, persimmon seeds can be used to
predict the intensity of the winter. When you cut a persimmon seed
in half, there will be one of three shapes: a knife, a fork or a spoon.
A knife predicts an icy cold winter full of sharp icicles; a fork means
there will be a mild winter and lots of good food to eat; a spoon stands
for a shovel and suggests that there will be a lot of snow to dig. This
year in Asheville, North Carolina, I have found mainly spoons in the
persimmon seeds. I am definitely more prepared for this winter than
I was for the last (when the persimmon seeds had forks inside and we
had a mild winter). If it is going to be a cold, snowy winter, then I am
grateful for the warning. Thank you persimmon!
I am happy to be so deeply connected to the land and I am grateful
for the radiant healing medicines that surround us; they are in
abundance and easily accessible to all. There is power in knowing
the plants and mushrooms. You are an empowered being, capable of
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providing nutrition and specific medicines for yourself and for your
family. Maybe what you need is in the palm tree reishi, the biden
flowers or the acorns. Maybe you walk by these beings everyday.
Who knows what keys they hold…I invite you to find out!
“Eat something wild everyday!”—Frank Cook
*Have you ever enjoyed a sweet persimmon? Even if you haven’t, you may
have shown it appreciation while savoring honey. Persimmon flowers
produce a lot of nectar for bees to transform into honey. Next time you’re
eating honey, keep in mind that what you’re really enjoying is transformed
flower nectar. Give great thanks to the flowers and the pollinators, for they
co-create so many of our abundant and diverse foods.
*If you’re excited and ready to try a persimmon, remember this: with
this tree, patience is key! If you pick a fruit that isn’t fully ripe, you’ll
have a mouthfull of long lasting pucker. Wait for the fruits to fall to
the ground before eating, and remember to save some for all of the
animals that depend on them too. Pay attention and see if you can
spot any creatures nibbling on the fruits.
*There are so many delicious treats you can make with persimmons.
My favorite is raw persimmon pie, but here are a few more things to
try: smoothies, jellies, cakes and puddings, oh my!
Happy Harvesting!

Sirena
by Margaret Ross Tolbert

Sirena lives in the underwater universe of the freshwater
springs of North Florida. The mystery of her life underwater is revealed in these photographic, lenticular and
painted images. Although rarely sighted, when seen, she
seems preoccupied with everyday pursuits such as reading, dancing, bowling or playing chess. Sometimes we
see her in the midst of more fabulous exploits: fleeing
with the Trojan Candelabra, poised on the abyss before
another contest with the unknown, plummeting to the
depths of Alexander Springs or hovering over the fabled pitcher at the end of her journey. She approaches
dark caverns, explores deep and menacing chasms and
swims through the depths of the springs with a mirror
blazing with light. The energy of the springs and their dynamic nature is concentrated in her character. She is the
essence of the fragile springs themselves.

Margaret Ross Tolbert is an artist based in Gainesville,
Florida. She received her Bachelor of Fine Arts and Master of Fine Arts in Painting from the University of Florida
and also minored in Linguistics. Over the last twenty
years she has executed series of paintings, drawings
and lithographs from studios in the U.S., France and
Turkey, and has exhibited extensively throughout the
U.S. and in Europe. Recent solo exhibitions include Sirena in Rapture (2012) at 6th Street Container, Miami,
and AQUIFERIOUS (2010) at Lemieux Galleries, New
Orleans. Recent exhibitions have included dance performances and animations presenting the energy of
the creative act of painting, ethnic dance and exploration of the springs and the creative process. In 2010,
the book AQUIFERious was released with art and writing by Tolbert and with thirteen contributors focusing

on the many features and urgent need for the preservation of Florida’s freshwater springs and Floridan
Aquifer. AQUIFERious received a gold medal in Florida non-fiction and a silver medal in fine arts from the
Florida Book Awards.
Currently, Tolbert is working on a film about springs in
Turkey and an installation of hundreds of sketches for
the Raffles Hotel, which is set to open in Istanbul in
2013. She will be exhibiting at the American Embassy
Residence in Ankara through 2012. To view more of Tolbert’s work, visit www.margaretrosstolbert.com
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Shrimp & Mosquitoes
by Dr. Quinton White

Dr. Quinton White is the Executive Director of the Marine Science
Research Institute and Professor of Biology and Marine Science at Jacksonville University. He has been active in marine science education
and research concerning the St. Johns River and the impact of man
on marine ecosystems. His marine science research has taken him to
China, South America, the Galapagos Islands, the Bahamas and Australia. While most of his research is done on the surface of the sea, he
has been down to 1,500 feet in the Johnson-Sea Link submersible to do
research on deep-sea crabs. Dr. White has written numerous research
and technical papers and reports and has received grants and contracts
to support marine research at Jacksonville University. He is currently
conducting research on manatees and king mackerel. Dr. White serves
as a consultant with the Jacksonville Waterways Commission on manatee and water quality issues.
Most recently, Dr. White was the Celebration 2011 Honoree for his
community trusteeship. He served on the Manatee Technical Advisory
Council for the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission. In
2010, he received the Mayor’s Environmental Achievement Award for
the City of Jacksonville. Dr. White is a member of the Oil Spill Academic
Task Force for the State of Florida, concerned with the Gulf of Mexico
oil spill. Hands-On Jacksonville awarded Dr. White the “Nature of Caring
Award” in 2009 for his voluntary service to the environment. Dr. White
was President of Jacksonville Community Council, Inc. for 2008-09. He
currently serves on the boards of several local civic organizations.
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Sinkholes of Riverside

curatorial project by Staci Bu Shea

map by Lily Kuonen

Staci Bu Shea is an artist and curator working in Jacksonville, Florida.
She graduated from the University of North Florida with a Bachelor
of Arts in Art History in 2011 and has since been assisting artist Jim
Draper with the administrative and curatorial aspects of his art-making. She managed and directed the digital anthology of Feast of Flowers by working directly with contributors, content and layout. She is
the curator of Bold Bean Coffee and Hawthorn Salon in Jacksonville,
Florida. She is most interested in thematic solo and group exhibitions, information, catalogues and dialogue on curatorial matters. To
view more of Bu Shea’s work, visit www.stacibushea.com

Lily Kuonen lives in Jacksonville, Florida, where she is Assistant
Professor of Foundations at Jacksonville University. She received her
Masters of Fine Arts in Painting from Savannah College of Art and
Design and her Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University of Central
Arkansas. She has had solo exhibitions at the Historic Arkansas
Museum, Arkansas, Fahm Gallery in Savannah, Georgia, and recently
at Bogard Storefront in Charleston, South Carolina. Her works have
also been included in group exhibitions at Florida Mining Gallery,
Jacksonville, Florida; The Vermont Studio Center, Johnson, Vermont;
Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art, Charleston, South Carolina;
Gallery 1600, Atlanta, Georgia; SCAD Gallery, Hong Kong; Gutstein
Gallery, Savannah, Georgia; Mason Murer Fine Art, Atlanta, Georgia;
and Mortar Auction, Chicago, Illinois. In June 2012, she received an
Emerging Educator Fellowship from Integrative Teaching International to attend and participate in ThinkTank 7 in Chicago, Illinois. To view
more of Kuonen’s work, visit www.lilykuonen.com
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Florida is a karst terrain with porous skin and flesh comprised of
limestone and dolomite. The state has a tenuous relationship and
history with water.
I observed the presence of a sinkhole for a period of three months on
Forbes Street in the Riverside neighborhood of Jacksonville, Florida. I
frequented the space where the sinkhole was forming and noted the
absent-presence of construction workers that left lingering evidence
and signs of their activity. Although this area was marked and taped
off, “resolving” the situation was a slow process, and it took three
months before the subsidence was carved out and filled with more
sand and clay.
Subsidence on Forbes

Sinkholes are the result of dissolving underlying limestone, a process
called dissolution. Dissolution happens when rainwater falls and saturates
the ground; the acidic rainwater causes voids to develop in pre-existing
cavities in the earth. The state of these cavities are worsened by the
pumping of water from aquifers, for our consumption.
The sinkhole became a readymade exhibition, a happening and
a collection of materials situated to be curatorially investigated.
In their imagery and space, sinkholes naturally become characters
and conduct a “construction-in-progress” performance. As a visual,
construction, construction sites and construction workers, in relation
to sinkholes, do not strike us as issues worthy of immediate care
and we become passive observers without thought of the layered
complexities underlying the roadwork.
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The precise spatial disposition of this particular sinkhole—in the
center of a narrow residential street—impacted the attitudes of those
that frequented the area, as it instigated the displacement of their
activity, travel and neighborhood aesthetics. Those affected by the
sinkhole on a daily basis felt the encumberment of having no control
to ameliorate the inconvenience, as they had to wait an indefinite
amount of time for the city to “fix” it.

":) Fuck the Negative" on barricade, 2' x 4' 4"

Why did it take so long to “fix” this issue and why isn’t there any
urgency? Perhaps Florida, as a vacation land, is more concerned
with style (surface) than substance (body), and this is why there
is no government agency with the responsibility and authority for
sinkhole inspections and care. We should be more concerned with,
not dismissing of, the substance of our state when making aesthetic
surface decisions. Sinkholes define themselves and interact with us
as an entity. We cannot avoid sinkholes, and our inconvenience is not
their fault—rather we are the culprits for building on a porous land.
As civilization continues to jeopardize the natural world in the name
of human development and accommodation, nature will constantly
reclaim aesthetics and assert her power. This sinkhole serves as a
metaphor for the larger cultural and environmental issues Floridians
have encountered and will continue to face.
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Sand and Clay, 3' 5" x 9'

Sinkholes of Riverside as of September 2012, graphite and Sharpies on paper

The Spanish
Requirement
of 1513
by King Don Fernando

The Requirement of 1513 was read aloud in Spanish to Native American
populations before declaring war on them.
“The Requirement was read to trees and empty huts when no Indians
were to be found. Captains muttered its theological phrases into their
beards on the edge of sleeping Indian settlements, or even a league
away before starting the formal attack, and at times some leathertongued Spanish notary hurled its sonorous phrases after the Indians
as they fled into the mountains.” —Lewis Hanke
Text excerpt: Hanke, Lewis. The Spanish Struggle for Justice in the
Conquest of America. Southern Methodist University Press, 2002.
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[Document written by jurist Palacios Rubios, of the Council of Castille.]
On the part of the King, Don Fernando, and of Doña Juana, his daughter,
Queen of Castille and León, subduers of the barbarous nations, we their
servants notify and make known to you, as best we can, that the Lord our
God, Living and Eternal, created the Heaven and the Earth, and one man
and one woman, of whom you and we, all the men of the world, were
and are descendants, and all those who came after us. But, on account
of the multitude which has sprung from this man and woman in the five
thousand years since the world was created, it was necessary that some men
should go one way and some another, and that they should be divided into
many kingdoms and provinces, for in one alone they could not be sustained.
Of all these nations God our Lord gave charge to one man, called St. Peter,
that he should be Lord and Superior of all the men in the world, that all
should obey him, and that he should be the head of the whole human
race, wherever men should live, and under whatever law, sect, or belief they
should be; and he gave him the world for his kingdom and jurisdiction.
And he commanded him to place his seat in Rome, as the spot most fitting
to rule the world from; but also he permitted him to have his seat in any
other part of the world, and to judge and govern all Christians, Moors,
Jews, Gentiles, and all other sects. This man was called Pope, as if to say,
Admirable Great Father and Governor of men. The men who lived in that
time obeyed that St. Peter, and took him for Lord, King, and Superior of
the universe; so also they have regarded the others who after him have
been elected to the pontificate, and so has it been continued even till now,
and will continue till the end of the world.
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One of these Pontiffs, who succeeded that St. Peter as Lord of the world,
in the dignity and seat which I have before mentioned, made donation
of these isles and Tierra-firme to the aforesaid King and Queen and to
their successors, our lords, with all that there are in these territories, as is
contained in certain writings which passed upon the subject as aforesaid,
which you can see if you wish.
So their Highnesses are kings and lords of these islands and land of
Tierra-firme by virtue of this donation: and some islands, and indeed
almost all those to whom this has been notified, have received and served
their Highnesses, as lords and kings, in the way that subjects ought to do,
with good will, without any resistance, immediately, without delay, when
they were informed of the aforesaid facts. And also they received and
obeyed the priests whom their Highnesses sent to preach to them and to
teach them our Holy Faith; and all these, of their own free will, without
any reward or condition, have become Christians, and are so, and their
Highnesses have joyfully and benignantly received them, and also have
commanded them to be treated as their subjects and vassals; and you too
are held and obliged to do the same. Wherefore, as best we can, we ask
and require you that you consider what we have said to you, and that you
take the time that shall be necessary to understand and deliberate upon
it, and that you acknowledge the Church as the Ruler and Superior of the
whole world, and the high priest called Pope, and in his name the King
and Queen Doña Juana our lords, in his place, as superiors and lords and
kings of these islands and this Tierra-firme by virtue of the said donation,
and that you consent and give place that these religious fathers should
declare and preach to you the aforesaid.
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If you do so, you will do well, and that which you are obliged to do to their
Highnesses, and we in their name shall receive you in all love and charity,
and shall leave you, your wives, and your children, and your lands, free
without servitude, that you may do with them and with yourselves freely
that which you like and think best, and they shall not compel you to turn
Christians, unless you yourselves, when informed of the truth, should wish
to be converted to our Holy Catholic Faith, as almost all the inhabitants of
the rest of the islands have done. And, besides this, their Highnesses award
you many privileges and exemptions and will grant you many benefits.
But, if you do not do this, and maliciously make delay in it, I certify to you
that, with the help of God, we shall powerfully enter into your country,
and shall make war against you in all ways and manners that we can, and
shall subject you to the yoke and obedience of the Church and of their
Highnesses; we shall take you and your wives and your children, and
shall make slaves of them, and as such shall sell and dispose of them as
their Highnesses may command; and we shall take away your goods, and
shall do you all the mischief and damage that we can, as to vassals who
do not obey, and refuse to receive their lord, and resist and contradict
him; and we protest that the deaths and losses which shall accrue from
this are your fault, and not that of their Highnesses, or ours, nor of these
cavaliers who come with us. And that we have said this to you and made
this Requisition, we request the notary here present to give us his testimony
in writing, and we ask the rest who are present that they should be witnesses of
this Requisition[sic].

500 Years of Florida:
God, Greed, Guts, Glory
written by Neil Armingeon & edited by Karen Ahlers
video produced by Jim Draper & Karen Ahlers
special thanks to Karen Chadwick
Neil A. Armingeon worked for environmental groups in coastal North
Carolina, New Orleans, Louisiana, and Jacksonville, Florida, for 22
years. While attending St. Johns Catholic School, in Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, Sister M. Rita, O.S.B. gave Neil “unsatisfactory” in Self Control
and Respects Authority during the fifth and sixth grades. His Uncle Bill
Hackbarth unsuccessfully tried to take him into the dog track near Ebro,
Florida, when he was under age. He and his family visited Silver Springs
in 1957 when the water was “blue clear,” hundreds of catfish played
white bread football and the Ocklawaha River ran free. Two women in
Florida changed his life—his beautiful wife, Nan, and MaVynee Betsch,
The Beach Lady. He believes Florida is more corrupt than Louisiana.
He should know; he has lived in both places.
Putnam County native Karen Ahlers is passionate about Florida’s natural resources. She was taught the biblical principles of stewardship at
a young age while bearing witness to the destruction of the Ocklawaha
River for the Cross Florida Barge Canal in the 1960s.The irony of the project set her on a course of environmental advocacy that led to activism
as she served nine terms as president of the Putnam County Environmental Council and almost two years as Ocklawaha River Restoration
coordinator for Florida Defenders of the Environment. She has received
several awards including Florida Wildlife Federation’s Conservationist
of the Year, Florida Sierra’s Oak Leaf Award and commendation from
the Levin School of Law at the University of Florida. Karen continues
to volunteer her time as a citizen activist and fundraiser to mount legal
challenges against the further demise of natural resources.
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The Requerimiento: Florida’s Blueprint
The day the first European stepped foot on Florida soil, the degradation
of the state’s natural resources began. The depreciation coincided with
the first landward steps of the Spanish explorer Juan Ponce de León who
discovered the present day state of Florida. Ponce de León arrived on the
east coast during the Spanish Easter feast, Pascua de Florida, on April
2, 1513. It is Spanish custom to name a place after the nearest Roman
Catholic feast, and he named the land La Pascua de la Florida, or “Passion
of the Flowers,” or “Passion of the Christ.”
Ponce de León’s voyage, like much of Florida’s folklore, is wrapped in
hyperbole. According to historical thoughts, the explorer first sighted the
peninsula on March 27, 1513, thinking it was an island. Some believe what
he probably saw was one of the Bahama islands. According to a popular
legend, he discovered Florida while searching for the Fountain of Youth.
In actuality, Ponce de León, like all European explorers, came to Florida
searching for gold and power.
When he returned to La Florida, with King Ferdinand’s blessings, he was
armed with the customary directives for sharing gold and other valuables
with the king, but he was also given a new contract confirming his rights
to settle and govern the “islands” of Florida and Bimini. His orders
also included a stipulation that the Requerimiento was to be read to the
inhabitants of the islands, prior to their conquest.
The Requerimiento demanded that the local populations accept Spanish
rule and convert to Catholicism or suffer pain of war, slavery or death.
This policy provided a legal loophole for enslavement of the population
as rebellious vassals, and if the if locals rejected Christian rule, their deaths
would be their own responsibility.
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The Requerimiento was not absolutely necessary, and in many cases, it was
read to an uncomprehending populace. In some instances it was recited to
barren beaches and empty villages long after the indigenous people had
vacated; to prisoners after they were captured; and even from the decks of
ships as soon as they spotted the coast. Nevertheless, for the conquistadors,
it provided a religious justification and rationalization for attacking and
conquering the native population.
Historically speaking, religion was the causation for the conquest of Florida.
The settling of the Sunshine State began with a violent a sense of entitlement,
including the ownership of people and subsequently of place, justified by
religious doctrine. Ponce de León’s blueprint for conquering Florida survives
to this day: create a cause to justify one’s actions, however hypocritical;
demand acceptance; and those who refuse suffer the consequences.
While today’s conquerors are savvier, the State hasn’t evolved much
beyond Ponce de León’s “conquer at all costs” mentality. Modern Florida’s
Requerimiento includes the pursuit of wealth through exploitation of natural
resources and never-ending growth and development. Florida’s land and
waters have always bent to the will of those who rule the land. Perhaps
no other state has experienced the wanton destruction of its natural
resources, especially wetlands, as Florida. Hundreds of thousands of acres
of wetlands have been drained for development farming or stripped
for phosphate. Huge swaths of critical aquifer recharge areas have been
covered over for housing and roads. The never-ending search for “new”
Florida seemingly always leads to the destruction of community and the
state’s natural environs.
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Grow and develop, at all costs, was, and is, Florida’s shadow Requerimiento,
and rejecting this mandate still presents risks. Speaking out against
development or growth leads to being labeled as anti-growth or as
a job-killer, radical environmentalist. Opposition can, in some cases,
lead to physical threats or lawsuits. Yet the history of Florida is rich with
courageous activists who did challenge the concept that Florida’s lands
and waters were here to be conquered by humans for our needs.
The Everglades is a poster child for Florida’s relationship with its
environment. The ecological requirements of this unique ecosystem
suffered due to human needs; approximately 50 percent of the original
Everglades have been turned into agricultural or urban areas. But there
were those who refused to accept the modern Requerimiento.
Marjory Stoneman Douglas, one of Florida’s original and most well-known
environmentalists, was a champion of the Everglades who spent her later
life fighting against efforts to drain and reclaim land for development.
The Everglades story is well known, but a similar situation involving the
Ocklawaha River, and its damming for the Cross Florida Barge Canal,
remains a local, north-central Florida issue. Like the Everglades, the
Ocklawaha has its champions, and for the last 47 years, they, too, have
challenged the “harness nature” Requerimiento, often at high personal costs.
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The Ocklawaha River—“…The Sweetest Water-Lane in the World.”
Florida, and perhaps the United States, has no other river like the
Ocklawaha. The 74-mile-long stream flows northward from swamps and
lakes in north-central Florida, adding spring flows along the way to form
the largest tributary of the St. Johns River. Its 2,800 square mile watershed
includes portions of the Ocala National Forest and dozens of springs, most
notably Silver Springs.
The Ocklawaha is the most ancient river on Florida’s peninsula and is said
to be a linear archeological site. Eighteenth century naturalist William
Bartram explored the St. Johns River during trips to the Ocklawaha. His
description of his trip, published in his book Travels, inspired interest in
Florida. American poet Sidney Lanier, who explored the Ocklawaha by
steamboat, described the river as “the sweetest water-lane in the world.”
The Ocklawaha was used extensively in the 19th and early 20th century by
specially designed narrow steamboats used to navigate the constrictive and
winding river. In the 1870s, the route between Palatka and Silver Springs
was travelled by prominent figures such as Harriet Beecher Stowe, Ulysses
S. Grant, Thomas A. Edison and Mary Todd Lincoln. The popularity of the
river route declined after the arrival of railroad service to Ocala in 1881.
Despite the Ocklawaha’s ecological significance and beauty, a group of
powerful interests had other plans for the river that would forever change its fate.
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The Cross Florida Barge Canal—A Scar on the Landscape
The dream of connecting the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean was
shared by all of Florida’s earliest possessors. While officials of the Spanish
and English explored the peninsula to find the elusive passage for a safer
and shorter route, one never materialized. Just as visions of gold teased
La Florida’s early visitors, the narrow width of the peninsula has tantalized
navigation and business interests seeking to develop economic potential.
When Florida gained statehood in 1821, Floridians clamored for a cross
state canal. The idea was repeatedly considered over the years but found
to be economically unrealistic. In the 1930s, regional politicians lobbied
the federal government to fund canal construction as an economic
recovery program, and President Franklin D. Roosevelt allocated
emergency funds in 1935. These funds were concentrated in Works
Progress Administration (WPA) projects for both the Ocklawaha and
Withlacoochee Rivers. But opponents of the canal protested that the canal
would deplete Florida’s aquifers and would destroy south Florida’s “beauty,
fertility and health,” and work was stopped a year later. (These arguments
would resurface in later years against the construction of the canal.)
Work was reauthorized in 1942 as a national defense project, with dams
and locks to protect the underground water supply, but Washington D.C.’s
support for the project was sporadic, and funds were never allocated to
actually start construction. Planning was once again given the go-ahead
in 1963 with support from President John F. Kennedy, who allocated one
million dollars to the project. After Kennedy’s assassination, Lyndon
Johnson, in one of his first acts as president, signed a massive public works
bill that included the first installment of canal funding.
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On February 27, 1964, the official groundbreaking for the “century-old
dream of a waterway across the upper neck of Florida” occurred. Between
ten to fifteen thousand Floridians braved the cold, rainy day to assemble
in Putnam County at Rodeheaver Boys Ranch. President Johnson noted,
“[God]…gave us shallow waters along most of our coast lines, which
formed natural routes for protected coastal waterways. But he left it to us
to carve out the channels to make them useful….” Johnson pulled a red
switch and detonated 150 pounds of dynamite officially kicking off the
construction of a 182-mile-long canal which would destroy 16 miles of the
Ocklawaha River and her floodplain.
One of the attendees did not share the enthusiasm for President Johnson’s
remarks nor did she embrace Florida Canal Authority’s Chairman William
McCree’s assessment that the day was the start of an “important public
works project.” To the contrary, Margy Bielling, a Marion County high
school science teacher, felt heartsick at the event. Margy heard a different
siren call than most of the thousands in attendance. Rather than jobs
and growth, she foresaw the destruction of the ancient Ocklawaha valley.
“You’re making a mistake,” she thought to herself.
She, like Stoneman Douglas, felt the need to fight the conquering
explorers, in this case, the Army Corps of Engineers, who came armed
with yet another Requerimiento—tame the Ocklawaha for shipping and
navigation. Others in Putnam and Marion County felt Margy’s sense of
outrage and anger.
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Today, 47 years later, a small group of women, along with other likeminded citizens, still resist the divine notion of jobs and growth over
what’s right for the natural world. This is the story of those four women
whose lives changed that wintery day in 1964. More importantly, it is a
path that those who want to save what is left of Florida should follow and
commit to memory.
Their story is one of resistance against the destruction of the Ocklawaha
River for the Cross Florida Barge Canal. Their story also represents, in
many ways, opposition against the modern Requerimiento—Florida’s natural
resources must be sacrificed in the name of jobs and development on
the altar of greed and power. This belief, followed throughout the state’s
history, has driven Florida to the brink.

The Women of the Ocklawaha—Resistance Fighters Past and Present
PLAY

STOP

Margy Bielling

On a sunny September day in 2012, four women—who had been involved
with the fight to stop the Cross Florida Barge Canal and restore the
Ocklawaha River—gathered in Gwen Ritter’s home to reminisce about the
past 47 years and to share their thoughts and memories about their roles
in this saga; to capture, however briefly, what one day may be lost. Their
stories speak to defiance, to loss, to hope and most importantly to the
continuance of their work.

Margy Bielling
Margy Bielling was the Ocklawaha’s “canary in the coalmine.” She sensed
that the barge canal would not only be a mistake, it would be a disaster.
Although she didn’t know hydrology or geology, she was a trained biologist
and knew how to read maps, making it obvious to her that “it would ruin
the Ocklawaha.”
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She came about her concern for the river honestly. Her Father, John
Couse, a south Florida businessman in search of a respite from the
burgeoning development in his community, purchased some land,
including a spring along the Ocklawaha River. He soon discovered his
paradise was threatened by the proposed canal.
With her father’s help, Margy began to speak out against the proposal.
The Corps sent a letter to her father explaining the project. Despite the
rationale for the canal, Margy believed if the Feds did as they said they
would, it would destroy the Ocklawaha. She believed, “You don’t destroy
one of the best [rivers] in the nation.”
Margy chose to oppose the desires of governments, including Marion
County officials, and it proved to be a lonely battle. She found like-minded
souls in Gainesville. “We went to Gainesville because you couldn’t talk to
people in Ocala about not doing the barge canal,” she remembered.
Soon after the groundbreaking, Margy drove to meet members of the
Alachua Audubon Society and inform them about the proposed canal.
At that meeting, she met Marjorie Carr. That meeting would have a
profound effect on both women and the future of the Barge Canal.
Margy conveyed to Marjorie her concerns about the proposal and that
she did not want her name used, believing that since her family owned
land that would be impacted by the barge canal, her opposition would be
considered “a personal concern, not about the river.”
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In Carr, Bielling found someone who loved the Ocklawaha as she did
and had access to scientific and economic knowledge to try and defeat
the canal. Margy noted that she fed Carr the information she had gathered
about the project, and that Carr and her husband Archie, who was a zoology
professor at University of Florida, ran with it. They became leaders in the fight
to stop the barge canal, and Marjorie Carr would go on to become one of
Florida’s most famous environmentalists, as well known as Stoneman Douglas.
Margy returned home to Ocala to continue teaching and raising her two
children. She placed her trust in the Carr’s ability to galvanize opposition
to the barge canal. Carr, and the newly formed Florida Defenders of the
Environment (FDE), after a long and brutal battle, were successful at
halting the project.
In January of 1971, President Richard Nixon ordered a halt to the Cross
Florida Barge Canal, but the Ocklawaha had been dammed, and its
floodplain had been submerged under 12 feet of water. The river and
people’s lives were changed forever.
Margy looks back upon the battle to protect the Ocklawaha with mixed
emotions. “They didn’t complete the project,” she noted. “Lot of us gave
up when it stopped, but the damage to the river had been done.”
When asked about the river today, Margy said, “I don’t go to our place
anymore; it depresses me so badly.” She hopes the Rodman Dam will be
removed and the river restored. “I want Rodman down, and let the river
go back the way Ma Nature had intended,” she noted wistfully.
“Let’s get on with it; I’m getting old. Let’s get on with it.”
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Gwen Ritter
Gwen Ritter’s little house is close to the Ocklawaha River on land her
family has owned since the ‘30s. She lives with her daughter Erika, and she
says her people have been in this area for “eons.” Parramore Prairie in the
Ocala National Forest is named for her ancestors.
Gwen moved to the house as a six-year-old child. When she was nine,
her family moved to Ocala. During WWII her family moved back to the
river. She said the Ocklawaha “saved [her family] from starving during
the war.” She described the Ocklawaha as her “daddy’s territory,” and she
remembers the sweet taste of the mullet he gigged. She succinctly points
out, “We did good on the river.”

PLAY

STOP

Gwen Ritter

Unlike Margy Bielling, Gwen did not challenge the construction of the
barge canal. She, too, lived in Ocala when the plans to build the canal
were released. Gwen says she was a naïve wife with kids, and she was not
really aware until the late ‘60s of what was occurring. All that changed
when she visited her family place.
“I had to be hit on the head with a two by four to actually see it happening,
the swamp being pushed down—the monsters (draglines and the
‘crusher’) coming through.” Her father lived at the house during the
construction. Despite the fact that “everyone was for it,” she described
depressing weekends where she would go down to the river, “looking at
[construction] feeling so helpless.” She remembers the air was acrid with
continuous burn piles as the crews cut and burned the Ocklawaha’s old
growth cypress stands.
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Gwen was able to mitigate a portion of the damage to her family place.
She knew a surveyor who told her one of the clear-cuts would go right by
her house. She asked the surveyor to redirect the route, and he later told
her they would reroute around their property. She observed, “Little things
can change big things.” Eventually, her family was able to stop one of the
big cranes from coming up the hill toward the home place.
Almost 50 years later she regrets not being more active against the canal.
She noted, “If I had been the go-getter my mother was, we wouldn’t have
this now.” The canal changed her family’s lives and their connection to the
river. “Before the Eureka cut, our section of the river was one of the nicest,
clearest parts to swim; it was beautiful.” She sadly noted, “The thing I miss
the most is the old part of the river.”

PLAY

STOP

Erika Ritter

As she looked out the window at her bird feeders, she quietly echoed
Margy’s feelings, “Restoration is what we need now.”

Erika Ritter
The Ocklawaha River is part of Gwen’s daughter, Erika’s, DNA. To many
she is Captain Erika; she runs an eco-tourism business that provides boat
trips on the Ocklawaha. Like her mother, she knew something of the
river before the barge canal, but today, she observes and understands the
ecological impacts to the river through hands-on involvement. She, too,
feels the hurt and loss that stemmed from that gray day at the Rodeheaver
Boys Ranch, almost 50 years ago.
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Erika’s relationship with the Ocklawaha is strong, forged through a
lifetime of running the river. She noted, “If I had been a guy, I would have
been allowed to run free. Back then [mid-’60s], girls weren’t free to run
boats up and down the river.” Today, she knows the altered stream better
than all but a few.
On Erika’s 16th birthday, her parents gave her an option: they would give
her a party or a dance to celebrate the occasion. Instead, she asked if she
could “go on the river.” She chose a boat trip over a party because the “low
river would not last; I wanted to see the fish before they closed the dam.”
Her parents borrowed a boat and motor to make her wish come true. On
the trip she found a large piece of driftwood which still resides in the living room.
She lived a dual life when it came to the barge canal. Her father was a
canal supporter, and he thought the project would improve the economy
in the rural area. For her part, she shared her mother’s concerns about
the project. “I was always for the river,” she noted. “I didn’t want the barge canal.”
Today, she travels the “shadow” of the Ocklawaha, and she knows
how much it has been radically altered. To make up for the elevation
difference between the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean, Rodman
Dam was built to create a manmade reservoir. The original river channel
is flooded, and today, the State of Florida artificially maintains 19 feet of
water over the floodplain. The dam creates a large pool or lake that is
used by fishermen, but the pool has flooded out numerous springs and
tributaries.
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The Ocklawaha no longer runs free. Its clarity is obscured, its floodplain
has been destroyed and the flow is reduced to little more than a trickle.
The pool fills with hydrilla and other aquatic plants, making navigation
difficult. Every three or four years the state opens the dam and lowers the
pool, and for a few months during these “drawdowns” the Ocklawaha is
allowed to return to historical flows.
Drawdowns are a mixed blessing for folks like Erika. In the initial phase,
there is the sense of excitement—as if waiting for an old friend to
reappear after a long absence. Day-by-day as the pool lowers, the river
returns to its original banks, and the springs that have been hidden since
the last drainage event begin to reemerge.
During the most recent drawdown, Erika and Karen Ahlers (below)
completed dozens of boat trips to get a diverse audience of people on the
original Ocklawaha to show them what has been hidden, and to appreciate
what has been lost to a decades-old ruse of growth and jobs.
When asked if the drawdowns reopen old wounds, Erika notes it is a mixed
blessing, but for a short time, she is 16 again. Her river runs clear and she
can see the fish. Springs she visited when she was young “blow themselves
out” and reestablish their spring runs. For a short time, the Ocklawaha
Valley is as God intended.
And then, the gates on the Rodman Dam are closed, and the drowning of
the river begins all over. In six weeks it is complete, and the grave is closed
again for another three or four years.
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Erika is the second generation of her family to feel the loss of the
Ocklawaha, but the need to continue the struggle to repair the damage
flows strong in her. After a drawdown ends, she experiences a great
sadness and sense of loss. When asked what it feels like, she expresses that,
“There are times I feel like begging or pleading with someone, and ask why
I have to endure this again?”
She regains her footing, and, like Margy and her mother, begins to work
anew for restoration. Erika dreams of the day when Rodman Dam will
come down and the Ocklawaha will run free.

Karen Ahlers

PLAY

STOP

Karen Ahlers
"Rodman Dam" song by Bert Hodge

Karen Ahlers experienced the same emotions as the other women who
gathered at the Ritter home place, but, unlike Gwen and Margy, her
memories were sharpened and shaped though the eyes of a young girl.
She was in the fourth grade when President Johnson made his appearance
at the groundbreaking, although she did not attend. But the subject of
the Cross Florida Barge Canal was discussed in her household as it was for
most residents of Marion and Putnam Counties.
Her father, a building contractor, saw the project as a way to help put
food on the table for his 11 children. Like most men, he supported the
canal. Her mother was busy raising a large family, and, like Gwen, had
very little time to devote to thoughts of the ongoing construction and
subsequent devastation to the Ocklawaha. Like many other locals, day-today challenges outweighed consideration of the environment.
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Karen, on the other hand, had a window to the project shared by few
others. She rode a school bus to Palatka from 1966-1968 and observed
what the Ocklawaha River was sacrificing for the dreams of others. She
noted, “The school bus crossed Deep Creek on Highway 310, and from the
window I could see the ‘crusher’ destroying the dense, beautiful cypress
floodplain forest.” Her route took her past the construction site for the
Buckman Lock and the high-rise bridge of Highway 19.
To provide a foundation for these structures, pilings were driven into the
swampy Florida soils. She clearly remembers the constant pounding, and
it had a profound effect on her. “Seeing the crusher destroy the forest was
terrible,” she noted. “But driving the pilings was even more of a violation.
I not only saw it—I felt it.”
Karen’s sense of loss during the construction was compounded by the loss
of two grandparents, and, sadly, by the death of one of her sisters in a car
accident. “I experienced a year of incredible loss—of beauty, desecration
of the river, and a huge scar on the land. It was a nightmare,” she said.
But that loss and tragedy forged something within Ahlers that drives her
forward today. She has become the most out-spoken champion to bring
down the dam and restore the Ocklawaha River. To some, she is the river’s
last, best hope.
When President Nixon deauthorized the Cross Florida Barge Canal,
the attention shifted from stopping the project to removing the dam and
restoring the river. Marjorie Carr and the FDE shifted gears and began
to push for the removal of the dam and the “freeing” of the Ocklawaha.
Today, over 40 years later, that dream is still unfulfilled.
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When the drawdowns of the river began in the ‘80s, Karen realized the
potential for restoration of the river. The drawdowns were started in part to
control aquatic vegetation and improve water quality. During the late ‘80s,
poor water quality in the pool led to massive fish kills. As lowering of the
water levels became more regular, Karen glimpsed what the river was during
its return to natural flows, and more importantly, what the river could be if
allowed to run free. She, once again, remembered, “There is a river.”
She began to work with the FDE and her own local organization, Putnam
County Environmental Council (PCEC), to speak in support of opening
the dam. Today, the debate of whether to drain the pool and allow the
Ocklawaha to run free is one of the most controversial subjects in the
state. Yet despite disdain bordering on hatred by dam supporters, Karen
continues to speak out in support of a restored Ocklawaha. She challenges
the Rodman Requerimiento. After leading a decade-long campaign, to many
she has assumed the mantle worn by Marjorie Carr.
This past year’s drawdown, Karen spent as many hours on the free flowing
river as possible. Like Erika, the drawdown and ensuing refilling of the
reservoir brings conflictive emotions. “That 60 days feels so good,” she
says describing the event. “The springs blow out, the flow picks up, and
the banks are finally above water. It’s as if the river has returned to my
life.” Then, the inevitable dam closure comes and Ocklawaha is once again
flooded. Similar to Erika’s feelings, Ahlers feels “too depressed to go to the
pool.” She adds, “It’s like the stages of grief.”
She shares Carr’s hope for a restored Ocklawaha River. But as a lifelong
resident of Putnam County she understands residents’ support for keeping
the reservoir. The loss of the Ocklawaha valley traumatized many local
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residents, especially hunters and fishermen. Some believe the canal
was pushed down their throats by the federal government and canal
supporters. They were left out of the discussions. The events of the past
have caused deep wounds.
Karen astutely points out, “Local residents have gotten used to the dam
and the reservoir. They don’t want to go through the pain of another kind
of loss, again.” The debate has left the county divided, and there has been
a heavy emotional toll paid by those on both sides of the debate.
She also believes that some of those who opposed the canal did so with a
sense of entitlement. The majority of those who fought the canal were not
from Putnam County. Many were academics from the University of Florida,
including the Carr’s. To many locals, those who wanted to get rid of the
Rodman Dam were “outsiders” who didn’t live in Putnam County. That
belief lingers today.
Looking back on history, Karen believes more effort could have been
made to include the locals who were against the canal in the original effort
to stop the project. Some believed the opposition was arrogant. Sadly, that
belief carries forward in the fight to save the Rodman Dam.
Despite threats against her person, Ahlers still continues the fight for
the restoration of the Ocklawaha. “Everyone who loves Silver Springs
and the St. Johns River must consider the plight of the Ocklawaha. You
can’t restore fish populations at Silver Springs without removing Rodman
Dam, and you can’t restore much needed fresh water flow to the St. Johns
without removing the dam.”
She asks, “What are we waiting for?”
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The four friends do not consider the Ocklawaha as a casualty in the war
between growing the economy and the environment. They do not accept
the altered river as a forgone conclusion. Margy, Gwen, Erika and Karen
have chosen a different path—one of hope.
Almost 50 years of sorrow and loss have taught them that resistance offers
the only possibility for a free Ocklawaha. Their experiences have taught
them the powerful will ignore silence, yet they will fear voices of the
righteous. Their trips on the river during the drawdown demonstrate the
river can restore herself. The springs will clear. The forest will return. The
Ocklawaha River will sustain them and their families again if the grip of
ignorance and fear can be overcome.

The New Requerimiento—A Policy for Modern Florida
Perhaps it is a stretch to lay the destruction of Florida’s environment, including
the Ocklawaha River, at the feet of Juan Ponce de León. A case could be made
the explorer was only following orders, perhaps even a divine directive.
Admittedly, it is a tenuous theory to relate an event that marked the 500th
anniversary of the discovery of Florida with the lives of Marjory Stoneman
Douglas, Marjorie Carr or the four women that gathered in Gwen Ritter’s
living room.
A cursory look at the state’s history clearly does demonstrate parallels
between the Europeans’ drive to conquer lands and people in search
of converts and riches and today’s “conquerors” who plunder Florida’s
natural resources for wealth and power.
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In the end, the history of Florida may be elegantly simple. Jacksonville
artist Jim Draper summed it up when he noted, “We are all colonizing
something, and that action is contrary to the natural order.”
The history of Florida is ripe with Ponce de Leóns. Instead of Pedro
Menéndez de Avilés, René Goulaine de Laudonnière or Dr. Andrew
Turnbull, the new rulers of Florida include Arvida, Miami Corps, Collier
Development Corp, Flagler, St. Joe, Mosaic, Inc., Buckeye, Adena, and
Georgia Pacific. These “conquistadors” follow a new Requerimiento—grow
or die and serve the shareholders. As in the past, locals must follow their
rule or suffer the consequences—loss of jobs, plant closing, increasing tax
burdens, “Slap Suits” in court or ostracization in public.
It is easy to link the continuing and documented degradation of Florida’s
natural resources with the plans of Florida’s wealthy and powerful. But,
unlike the innocent indigenous people who were captured, killed or
relocated by the early Europeans, we know that the majority of what has
been done in the name of the Requerimiento is wrong, and, in many cases,
we have consciously allowed it.
We have put our own self-interests in front of what we know is right for our
lands and waters. It is easier to choose convenience or silence rather than
follow the path of challenge or resistance. It is more beneficial to soften
our criticism or associate with those who destroy what we know must be
saved for money or acceptance.
Instead of looking at the wealthy and powerful as a scapegoat, it is time
for each of us to own our part in the decline of Florida’s natural resources.
The degraded condition of Florida’s land and waters is due to the 18
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million of us who live here. The very act of taming Florida’s wildness has
put it at risk. More importantly, it is our acceptance of Florida’s modern
Requerimiento—grow or die—that has heightened the destruction and
pollution of lands and waters.
This is the time to honor Ponce de León and Florida’s history. But, while
we must respect our past, we are not bound by its misguided decrees.
Those of us who occupy Florida are not the conquered; we have freedom
and voices, and we have the luxury of 500 years of history from which to
guide our future.
On this occasion of Florida’s 500th Anniversary, it is time for those who
care about Florida’s lands and waters to speak up on their behalf. Find
the passion of Marjorie Stoneman Douglas. Adopt the courage of Margy
Bielling and Karen Ahlers. Honor our rivers’ and springs’ service to our
families, like Gwen Ritter. Educate others why we are blessed to have these
natural resources in our lives, like Captain Erika.
Ponce de León’s Requerimiento required devotion to the Creator. While the
premise was honorable, unfortunately, it was terribly misused. Let’s use
this commemoration to fashion a new declaration as we enter our state’s
next 500 years.
Rather than completely reject the Requerimiento, this is the time to revise
its principle for good. To honor the Creator, one must honor his or
her creations. We adopt this belief not at our peril, like the indigenous
people, but as free people who accept the responsibility that accompanies
residency in such a beautiful, magical place as Florida. It’s not too late.
Rather than enslave or conquer Florida’s natural world, it is time for
Floridians to live in harmony with La Florida and all of its creatures.
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An Overview of
Florida Art
at The Cummer
by Holly Keris

Holly Keris is the Chief Curator at the Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens.
She received undergraduate degrees in History and Humanities from
Stetson University in DeLand, Florida, and a graduate degree in the History of Art from the University of Virginia. Prior to joining the staff at
The Cummer, Holly worked at various institutions in Florida, including
the Mennello Museum of American Art in Orlando, the City of Orlando’s
Public Art Program, The Morse Museum of American Art in Winter Park
and the Museum of Arts and Sciences in Daytona Beach. Holly has been
with The Cummer since 2003.
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Artists have had a unique relationship with Florida since the area was first
encountered by the Spanish explorer Juan Ponce de León in 1513. Their
pictorial representations show us many things about the state we call
home—perhaps most interesting to examine are those elements from the
things that have changed, to the things that have stayed the same. Their
work also serves as an important reminder of the things that are no longer
with us. The allure of La Florida became inescapable for artists of many
different times and many different places.

Fig. 1: View of Italian Fountain, April 2004. Photograph
courtesy of Mick Hales, Greenworld Pictures Inc.

Judith B. Tankard, A Legacy in Bloom: Celebrating a Century of
Gardens at The Cummer (Jacksonville: Cummer Museum of Art
& Gardens, 2008), 42.
1

Arthur and Ninah Cummer, the founders of the Cummer Museum of Art
& Gardens, quickly became intrigued by the mystique of Florida shortly
after they moved to Jacksonville from Michigan in the late 1890s. Arthur
was an avid outdoorsman and Ninah became one of the early pioneers
of Florida horticulture, serving as a passionate advocate of both private
gardening and public access to green space. She shared her views in public
lectures and radio addresses, through the formation of the Garden Club
of Jacksonville and the Florida Federation of Garden Clubs, and by serving
as chairman of the Park Advisory Committee of the City Commission
of Jacksonville. The Cummers’ love of Florida also manifested itself in the
beautiful gardens they developed along the banks of the St. Johns River (fig.
1)—now listed in the National Register of Historic Places—and in some of the
art they chose for their residence. In 1929, Ninah Cummer wrote:
Could you find a spot which was not too cold and not too warm; not
too wet nor yet too dry; where trees were evergreen; where the air
was always freighted with the perfume of some sweet scented flower
- orange blossom, wisteria, jasmine, or lily; where countless orchids
bloomed on friendly trees, where palm spread gracious fronds on every side…Such a spot is Florida, and the dawn of each new day brings
to the alert gardener opportunity to make further use of the glorious
sunshine, the omnipresent asset of this state.1
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This statement undoubtedly holds true for both artist and gardener
alike, for the artists of Florida found great inspiration in the landscape.
Since opening its doors more than 50 years ago, The Cummer Museum
has continued the legacy of this respected family and has developed a
special collection focused on the art of Florida. From the earliest known
depictions of our state as it was recorded by numerous Europeans,
through to the present day, The Cummer’s collection offers a glimpse
of our state through art.

Fig. 2: Theodor de Bry (Flemish, 1528 - 1598), The French
Voyage to the River of May from the Grands Voyages, vol. 2,
plate II, 1591, engraving on paper, 6 x 8 ¼ in., Gift of Miss
Constance I. and Mr. Ralph H. Wark, AG.1973.35.1.

The earliest known European artist to set foot in Florida was a Frenchman
by the name of Jacques Le Moyne (c. 1533-1588). In 1564, he journeyed
to Florida with a group of French soldiers, led by René Laudonnière, as
the expedition’s official cartographer and artist. While Laudonnière and
the others were charged with the establishment of a Huguenot colony at
Fort Caroline, Le Moyne was charged with documenting the customs of
the Timucua, the native inhabitants of the North Florida area, as well as
local flora and fauna. Unfortunately, a Spanish attack destroyed the Fort
and killed most of its inhabitants, and Le Moyne and a handful of others
were forced to return to France. Unable to salvage his illustrations of the
settlement and the Timucua, Le Moyne would recreate these scenes at the
end of his life. A Flemish publisher, Theodor de Bry, and his two sons used
Le Moyne’s watercolors as inspiration for the illustrations in their picture
book, A Brief History of Those Things Which Befell the French in Florida, which
they published in 1591. The Cummer owns a copy of this publication,
which, with its 42 engravings, is considered to be an important text in the
history of exploration.
It is incredible to think that the first European artist to set foot in the new
world spent a year on the banks of our St. Johns River near what would
become Jacksonville (fig. 2), documenting the native people of our area,
and chronicling an important chapter in our state’s history. No doubt it
was a world of shock for the French explorers, between the humidity, the
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Timucua, and the verdant landscape. Many of the details of the Timucua
in the engravings by de Bry are known to be inaccurate conglomorations
of customs of different tribes throughout the new world, and the Florida
scenery, shown with mountains and impossibly large alligators, has
also been exaggerated (figs. 3-4). As troublesome as these images are
for historians, they become all the more tragic when one witnesses the
accurate detail so beautifully conveyed throughout Le Moyne’s much later
career as a botanical illustrator. These delicate studies hint at what must
have been remarkable first images of Florida from the European vantage
point, now lost to time. However, the engravings in de Bry’s book remain
an amusing pictorial narrative about the French in Florida.2

Fig. 3: Theodor de Bry, (Flemish, 1528 – 1598),
Industry of the Floridians in Depositing Their
Crops in the Public Granary, from Grands
Voyages, Brevis narratio eorum quae in Florida
Americae Provicia Gallis Acciderunt (A Brief
History of Those Things Which Befell the
French in Florida), vol. 2, plate 26, 1591,
engraving on paper, 12 ½ x 9 in., Purchased
with funds from the McNeil Art Fund and The
Cummer Council. AP.1999.2.1.

Fig. 4: Theodor de Bry, (Flemish, 1528 –
1598), Crocodile Hunting, From Grands
Voyages, Brevis narratio eorum quae in Florida
Americae Provicia Gallis Acciderunt (A Brief
History of Those Things Which Befell the
French in Florida), vol. 2, plate 26, 1591,
engraving on paper, 12 ½ x 9 in., Purchased
with funds from the McNeil Art Fund and The
Cummer Council. AP.1999.2.1.

For more information about the Timucua and their
erroneous depictions in de Bry’s text, please see Jerald
T. Milanich and Theodore Morris, Florida’s Lost Tribes
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2004).
2
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Many years later, Florida was still being explored by artists who sought to
document Florida’s flora and fauna. Among them were noted naturalist
John James Audubon (1785-1851), who visited the area in an attempt
to represent the Quadrupeds of North America, which would be published
between 1846-1854, shortly after Florida became the twenty-seventh state.
The Cummer’s Florida Rats - Male, Female, and Young (1841) is an original
watercolor from which the lithographs in the publication were made (fig.
5). Audubon’s notes to the publisher can be seen along the margins.
Fig. 5: John James Audubon, Florida Rat, Male, Female
and Young, 1841, pencil, watercolor and ink on paper, 21
3/8 x 17 3/8 in., Purchased with funds from Membership
Contributions, AP.1966.11.1

Fig. 6: Thomas Moran (American, 1837 - 1926), Ponce de
León in Florida, 1877 - 1878, oil on canvas, 64 ¾ x 115 7/8
in., Acquired for the people of Florida by The Frederick H.
Schultz Family and Bank of America. Additional funding from
The Cummer Council, AP.1996.2.1.

For more information about this painting, please see Robert
Wilson Torchia, Ponce de Leon in Florida (Jacksonville: Cummer
Museum of Art & Gardens, 1998).
3

During the 1870s and 1880s, artist Thomas Moran (1837-1926) came
to Florida for a very different reason. He had been hired by Scribner’s
magazine to create images for an article on Fort George Island. However,
Moran used his time in Florida for his own purposes. His monumental
painting, Ponce de Leon in Florida (1878), depicts the conquistador with
his troops surrounded by the wilds of Florida, like actors perched on
a dramatic stage (fig. 6). Interestingly, the landscape becomes the star
of this production. Dwarfed by thick foliage, the men are relegated
to supporting roles. While he did accurately capture the landscape of
Florida, with its palms, oaks, and moss, Moran did not do such a good job
with the Indians. Ponce de Leon would have encountered the Timucua,
represented in those much earlier engravings by de Bry. However, Moran
did not have a visual reference for these early Florida natives, so instead he
painted the Western Plains Indians with which he was familiar. Moran had
hoped to sell this work to the United States House of Representatives to
hang behind the speaker’s chair and thought the impressive canvas would
garner him additional commissions depicting the history of the United
States. However, the House declined the purchase, and Moran instead sold
this painting to magnate Henry Flagler (1830-1913) for the appropriately
named Hotel Ponce de León in St. Augustine. This painting entered The
Cummer’s collection in 1996.3
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Fig. 7: Martin Johnson Heade (American, 1819 - 1904), The
St. Johns River, c.1890s, oil on canvas, 13 x 26 in., Purchased
with funds from Membership Contributions, AP.1966.29.1.
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Flagler played a large role in the development of Florida art. A savvy
businessman, he saw great opportunity along Florida’s east coast, which
even as late as the end of the 19th century was remarkably undeveloped.
Jacksonville, as the southernmost terminus of east coast railways
and steamers, had developed nicely into a city of respectable size. St.
Augustine, just to the south, however, was for the more adventurous sorts
until Flagler decided to develop the town into a tourist capital, with lush
hotels like the Ponce. Anxious to provide tourists with souvenirs from
their visit, Flagler encouraged artists to set up shop in St. Augustine. He
established an artist annex at the hotel, where visitors could mingle and
pick out paintings of Florida to ship home to the North.
Among the first artists to work in Flagler’s hotel was Martin Johnson
Heade (1819-1904), who arrived in St. Augustine in 1883, lured by
tales of bountiful fish, wild game and exotic vistas. However, Heade was
not a hunter but an observer. His view of the St. Johns River dates to
the 1890s and captures the majesty of the Florida landscape, which for
most Northerners seemed unimaginable unless seen in person (fig. 7).
His uninterrupted view of the landscape contains no evidence of man,
allowing the viewer to immerse himself entirely in the scene.4

Fig. 8: Winslow Homer (American, 1836 - 1910), The White
Rowboat, St. Johns River, 1890, watercolor on paper, 14 x 20
in., Bequest of Ninah M. H. Cummer, C.0.154.1.

For more information on Heade’s time in Florida, please
see Roberta Smith Favis, Martin Johnson Heade in Florida
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2003).
4

For more information on Homer the angler, please see
Patricia Junker and Sarah Burns, Winslow Homer: Artist and
Angler (Thames & Hudson, 2003).
5

Winslow Homer (1836-1910) also spent time in Florida. Homer, a
sportsman, visited the St. Johns River in 1890 to fish.5 While on his travels,
he completed several watercolors that show the surrounding landscape.
In The White Rowboat, which was owned by the Cummers, four palms gently
sway in the breeze while a small party of fishermen sit isolated against the
great expanse of sky (fig. 8). Florida looks vast and largely uninhabited,
with nature clearly dominating the tiny men in the boat.
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Herman Herzog (1832-1932) made regular visits to Florida between 1885
and 1910 to visit his son, who lived in Gainesville. Intrigued by the lush
landscape, Herzog created more than 250 views of Florida, including
this small figure in a river landscape (fig. 9). It is similar to Homer’s view
of the St. Johns, with nature being depicted as the dominant force, but
instead of the vastness of the Florida horizon, Herzog chose to depict the
heavy denseness of the Florida brush.

Fig. 9: Herman Herzog (German/American, 1832 - 1932),
Figure in a River Landscape, c. 1910, oil on canvas, 15
13/16 x 19 7/8 in., Gift of Mr. and Mrs. C. Herman Terry,
AG.1987.11.1.

Frederick C. Frieseke, Uneventful reminiscences: A Childhood in
Florida (New York: Hollis Taggart Galleries, 2000).
6

Frederick Frieseke (1874-1939), best-known today as an American expat
who spent time in Monet’s colony at Giverny, spent four years in Florida
with his family as a young man. More than 40 years later, after hearing
a seminar about landscape painting from memory, he told his tales of
Jacksonville to his daughter, who wrote down the narrative while Frieseke
completed a charming series of 18 watercolors to accompany the text.
In the introduction to this volume, his grandson, Nicholas Kilmer, would
recount: “The four-year stay at an impressionable age in Florida, with
its exotic inhabitants and landscapes—were to be touchstones for my
grandfather’s imagination, even to the point of homesick nostalgia, for
the rest of his life.”6 The Cummer purchased the complete set of
watercolors in 2001. Judging by his choice of subject matter, what left
Frieseke with the strongest impression was the Florida landscape. His
watercolors include depictions of the St. Johns River and nearby bodies
of water, palm trees, orange groves and other vegetation (fig. 10-12).
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Fig. 10: Frederick Carl Frieseke (American, 1874-1939),
Jacksonville Spring, 1921, watercolor on paper, 7 ½ x 9 ½ in.,
Purchased with funds from the Mae W. Schultz Charitable
Lead Trust, The Francis and Miranda Childress Foundation,
Inc. and the Kenneth G. Lancaster Restricted Fund,
AP.2001.1.7.
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Fig. 11: Frederick Carl Frieseke (American, 1874-1939), Palm
Trees, Florida, 1921, watercolor on paper, 7 ½ x 9 ½ in.,
Purchased with funds from the Mae W. Schultz Charitable
Lead Trust, The Francis and Miranda Childress Foundation,
Inc. and the Kenneth G. Lancaster Restricted Fund,
AP.2001.1.9.

Fig. 12: Frederick Carl Frieseke (American, 1874-1939), The
Saint Johns River, 1921, watercolor on paper, 7 ½ x 9 ½ in.,
Purchased with funds from the Mae W. Schultz Charitable
Lead Trust, The Francis and Miranda Childress Foundation,
Inc. and the Kenneth G. Lancaster Restricted Fund,
AP.2001.1.14.
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Fig. 13: Eugene Savage (American, 1883 – 1978), Orchid Trail,
1935, oil on canvas on Masonite board, 13 x 13 in., Purchased
with funds from the Mae W. Schultz Charitable Lead Trust,
AP.2007.2.8.

Elizabeth B. Heuer, Eugene Savage: The Seminole Paintings
(Jacksonville: Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens, 2011), 18.
7
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Another artist who would be haunted by memories of Florida is Eugene
Savage (1883-1978). He first visited the state in 1935, traveling to the
Everglades with his wife, Mathilda. During this time, a fierce debate was
raging between environmentalists who advocated the total protection
of the Everglades and those who defended Seminole culture. Savage
squarely sided with the Seminoles, and the romanticized depictions of the
people and the landscape that Savage would create over the next twenty
years hauntingly convey the conflict between urban and native culture.
His images, not documentary in nature, evoke mystery and imagination.
These works reflect Savage’s concern for the plight of Native culture as
tourism, land development, and environmentalist debates threatened their
traditional way of life. In Orchid Trail (fig. 13), a beautiful Seminole woman
glides through the Everglades, surrounded by a veil of Spanish moss, and
admires a flowering orchid. Savage lauded the Seminole’s relationship
with nature. He would write: “The white man’s civilization has been their
ruin. They exploit nothing…What particularly impressed me was that they
live off nature. But instead of going out and shooting several deer, and
catching a mess of fish, they shoot or catch one and leave the rest. That is the way
they conserve their resources. White man could learn a lesson from them.”7
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Detroit born and Harvard educated Joseph Jeffers Dodge (1917-1997)
moved to Florida when he was appointed the Director of The Cummer in
1961. A talented artist in his own right, Dodge retired from the Museum
in 1972 to paint full time. Among his favorite vistas were the views from
his own backyard overlooking Silversmith Creek in Arlington. In Osprey
Nest, Dodge paints the vast Florida horizon with great vertical planes of
cypresses forcing the eye skyward (fig. 14). The limbs of one cradle a nest,
which, for Dodge, represented the promise of life, while a hot air balloon
climbs high above the tree tops. Dodge presented nearly one hundred of his
works to The Cummer, including this painting, upon his death in 1997.8
Fig. 14: Joseph Jeffers Dodge (American, 1917 - 1997), Osprey
Nest, Silver Smith Creek, 1994 -1995, oil on canvas, 48 x 32 in.,
Gift of Mr. Joseph Jeffers Dodge, AG.1996.2.61.

8
For more information about Dodge, please see Debra
Murphy-Livingston, Passion & Clarity: The Art of Joseph Jeffers
Dodge (Jacksonville: Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens,
2002).

Jim Draper’s Feast of Flowers marks The Cummer’s continuing interest in
the art of Florida. His use of art as a vehicle to explore man’s position
within the environment, and as a launchpad for conversations about
the ways art, ecology, history, religion, and sociology impact this fragile
balance aligns perfectly with The Cummer’s position that the arts have
a critical role to play in the understanding of the world in which we live.
The historical examinations of the Florida landscape in The Cummer’s
permanent collection, the Museum’s location on the banks of the St.
Johns River, and Ninah Cummer’s personal quest for knowledge about
Florida horticulture create the perfect backdrop for this important
dialogue.

Context & Meaning:
Jim Draper’s
Feast of Flowers
by Dr. Debra Murphy

Dr. Debra Murphy joined the faculty of the University of North Florida
in 1990. She has been the inaugural chair of the Department of Art and
Design since 2004. She has been recognized by her colleagues at UNF for
outstanding undergraduate teaching and international leadership. She has
also received numerous faculty service awards. The Cultural Council of
Greater Jacksonville once named her the Arts Educator of the Year and the
Southeastern College Art Conference has presented her with their Exemplary Achievement Award, the highest honor the organization bestows. Dr.
Murphy’s research includes the art of sixteenth century Italy and the arts
of Northeast Florida. She earned her Bachelors of Arts in English from the
University of Florida, a Master of Arts in Art History from Florida State University and a Ph.D. in Art History from Boston University.
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Studio image by Doug Eng, 2012.

See www.history.com/this-day-in-history/ponce-de-leondiscovers-florida and http://fcit.usf.edu/florida/lessons/
de_leon/de_leon1.html

1
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Jim Draper is one of the state of Florida’s preeminent artists and
cultural treasures. Born in Kosciusko, Mississippi, he has adopted
Florida and its environment with a sustained passion. His most recent
project, the exhibition of the series Feast of Flowers, conceived for
the Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens in Jacksonville, Florida, is
an ambitious undertaking that captures and confronts the diversity
of the state’s ecosystems with its stunning variety of flora and fauna.
Designed to complement but not quite celebrate the five hundredth
anniversary of the discovery of Pascua de Florida by Ponce de León on
April 2, 1513, Draper’s breathtaking views of nature, mostly unscathed
by the damaging effects of man, come with the underpinnings of a
cautionary tale.
The five hundredth anniversary of Ponce de León’s landing on the
shores of Florida also marks the first detailed exploration of the
peninsula. The explorer named his discovery Pascua de Florida because
it coincided with Easter (Pascua can be translated as festival, feast and
Easter). Ponce de León (c. 1460-1521) had traveled with Christopher
Colombus’ second voyage in 1493 and had settled with his family in
Hispaniola, now known as the Dominican Republic. After discovering
gold on an island he renamed Puerto Rico, his subsequent
explorations were primarily for treasure, even though the romantic
legend tells us that Ponce de León was searching for the ever elusive
Fountain of Youth. The explorer sailed to Spain not long after his
landing on the Florida peninsula, but he returned in 1521 with over
two hundred men, intending to establish a settlement. The Calusa
natives ambushed him and his men shortly after landing between
Charlotte Harbor and Estero Bay. Ponce de León was wounded by
an arrow and died a short time later in Cuba.1
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Quoted in “Visionaries and Rascals in Florida's Wetlands,
A Review of The Swamp by Michael Grunwald,” New York
Times, March 8, 2006, http://www.nytimes.com/2006/03/08/
books/08grim.html. The full title of Grunwald’s book is The
Swamp, The Everglades, Florida and the Politics of Paradise (New
York: Simon and Schuster, 2006).
2

For example, Draper’s paintings of wetlands were featured
in an exhibition titled Liquid Peace held at the Lufrano
Intercultural Gallery on the University of North Florida
campus between May 25 and July 30, 2010. The title stems
from the idea of the increasing scarcity of access to water in
areas of the world and the ensuing wars that result. Protection
of these vital wetlands can help ensure a “liquid peace.”
3
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Draper compares his conception of the series to Ponce de León’s
discovery—as sort of an accident. He had heard about plans to
celebrate the anniversary of the explorer’s landing throughout
Florida (Draper prefers not to refer to the arrival of the Spanish as
a discovery because there were well established indigenous people
already inhabiting the peninsula). It occurred to him when he saw
butterflies consuming a plant that he could explore the great paradox
of the naming of Florida as a “feast” because Florida has, in effect,
been devoured over the subsequent centuries. Draper is well versed
with the history and current state of Florida’s environmental politics.
He and many others see the wanton destruction of habitat, the ill
fated project of the Florida cross barge canal, the draining of the
Everglades and over development throughout the state, as motivated
by greed and exacerbated by arrogance. Buckingham Smith,
a Harvard educated lawyer and historian sent by the government to
study the Everglades in the 1840s, wrote: “The first and most abiding
impression is the utter worthlessness to civilized man, in its present condition,
of the entire region.”2 Such was the attitude toward much of the state’s land
for decades.
Draper’s series is both a continuation and expansion of the primary
subject matter that has dominated his painting over the last
decade.3 To speak with the artist about the Feast of Flowers series is to
become immersed in an interdisciplinary world of history, science,
politics, ethics and art. Part avid naturalist, part knowledgeable art
historian, part ruminating philosopher and part zealous advocate for
environmental causes—especially as they relate to Florida’s waterways
and the teeming population of plants and animals that inhabit them—
Draper’s personality and experiences inform his large scale canvases.
The series encompasses and illustrates the characteristic habitats that
make up the twenty-seventh state.
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Studio image by Doug Eng, 2012.

Barbara Novak, American Painting of the Nineteenth Century,
Realism, Idealism and the American Experience (New York: Praeger,
1969), page 22. Novak goes on to observe, “Respect for nature
as evidence of God’s handiwork was to become one of the major
aesthetic tenets of the nineteenth century.”
4

Kahren Jones Arbitman gives a good survey of the arts in Florida,
especially in the areas of the northeast and central sections of the
state, in her essay Picturing Florida From the First Coast to the Space
Coast (Albuquerque, New Mexico: Fresco Fine Art Publications,
2008), especially pages 6-31.
5

See William Bartram, Travels through North and South Carolina,
Georgia, East and West Florida, 1791. Edited with introduction by
James Dickey (New York: Penguin Books, 1996). See also “Florida
Naturalists-William Bartram-Introduction” at http://www.flmnh.
ufl.edu/naturalists/bartramw01.htm, and “The Travels of William
Bartram” at http://www.bartramtrail.org/.
6
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The artist is heir to a long tradition of the artist-naturalist-explorer.
His impassioned attitudes toward the natural habitat can be found
in a number of antecedents in the course of our nation’s history,
both in literature and in art. The grand tradition of American
landscape painting emerged in the nineteenth century, in part due
to a national sense of pride of ownership and as an extension of the
triumph of independence. From the paintings by members of the
Hudson River School to the sweeping vistas of the west, the notion
of Manifest Destiny, that the Almighty himself had preordained
American expansion from sea to shining sea, dominated the genre.
Many landscapes were imbued with a sense of Transcendentalism.
“Landscape artists…could value the smallest fact in nature—the leaf, the
pebble…and embrace the larger equivalence of God with nature….”4
After Reconstruction, artists increasingly visited Florida to explore
its mysterious and exotic terrain.5 Perhaps it is more appropriate
to characterize these artists as working in Florida because so few,
like Draper himself, hailed from the state. A handful of the most
significant artists and naturalists to visit and document aspects of
Florida would include William Bartram (1739-1823) who was born
in Kingsessing, Pennsylvania, and is considered the first American
born artist-naturalist.6 Bartram’s travels to Florida in 1774 were avidly
recorded and illustrated. He drew and painted plants, birds, fish and
crustaceans. He described the black vulture, the sandhill crane, the
gopher tortoise, the alligator and the indigenous people. His writings
were popular at home and especially abroad. They ignited an interest
in, what was at the time, a relatively unexplored region of the world.
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For Heade, see Roberta Smith Favis, Martin Johnson Heade
in Florida (Gainesville, Florid: University Press of Florida,
2003); Works by all three artists can be found in the Cummer
Museum of Art and Gardens in Jacksonville. See the museum
handbook by Tanja Jones, Hope McMath, Aaron de Groft
and Maarten van de Guchte, The Cummer Museum of Art and
Gardens (Jacksonville, Florida: Cummer Museum of Art and
Gardens, 2000). For Herzog’s Figure in a River Landscape c.
1910 see 138 -139. Paintings by Herzog, Moran and Homer
are also included in the encyclopedic Sam and Robbie Vickers
Florida Collection. See Gary R. Libby (editor), Celebrating
Florida, Works of Art from the Vickers Collection (Gainesville,
Florida, University Press of Florida, 1995).
7

See William Bartram, Travels through North and South Carolina,
Georgia, East and West Florida, 1791. Edited with introduction
by James Dickey (New York: Penguin Books, 1996). See also
“Florida Naturalists-William Bartram-Introduction” at http://
www.flmnh.ufl.edu/naturalists/bartramw01.htm, and “The
Travels of William Bartram” at http://www.bartramtrail.org/.
See Favis, pages 87-107. Chapter Four is titled “Poet of the
Wetlands/Prophet of Conservation.” Heade was a regular
contributor to the publication Forest and Stream. See also
“Florida Naturalists: Martin Johnson Heade,” at http://www.
flmnh.ufl.edu/naturalists/heade01.htm. For a sampling of
Heade’s Florida landscape paintings see The St. Johns River, c.
1890s, The Cummer Museum of Art and Gardens, Favis, plate
1; Evening, Lake Alto, 1883, Sam and Robbie Vickers Florida
Collection, Favis, plate 2; Sunset: Tropical Marshes, Florida, 18831889, The Charles Hosmer Morse Museum of American Art,
Favis, plate 9; and On the San Sebastian River, Florida, c. 1887188, Greenville County Museum of Art, Favis, plate 14.
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The nineteenth century brought a number of artists to Florida. Some,
like Martin Johnson Heade (1819–1904), Herman Herzog (1832–
1932) and Thomas Moran (1837–1926), sought views of landscapes
that ranged from the contemplative to the dramatic and sublime.7
Heade’s horizontal canvases of the St. Johns and San Sebastian Rivers,
Lake Alto, and marsh and wetland scenes are painstaking studies of
light and atmosphere. Called a “poet of wetlands” and a “prophet of
conservation,” Heade can be identified as an early champion of the
protection of the swampland and marshes.8

8

9

Celebrating Florida, 80-83.

Herman Herzog, a native of Germany who immigrated to the United
States with his family in the 1860s, visited Florida often between 1885
and 1910. His son, John Herman, had moved to Gainesville, giving
Herzog a home base from which to explore an “unspoiled Florida.”
Unlike Heade, Herzog did not seem to be motivated by environmental
concerns as much as by his desire to render lush and scenic beauty; but
his works do share Heade’s interest in light and atmosphere.9
Another important artist that worked in Florida was Thomas Moran,
best known for his great successes in painting The Grand Canyon
of the Yellowstone (1872) and The Chasm of the Colorado (1873), both
purchased by the U.S. Department of the Interior. Moran first came
to Florida on assignment for Scribner’s Magazine. He hoped to replicate
his triumphs of the western paintings with an enormous historical
painting of Ponce de León in Florida. Moran created about twenty
views of Florida during his time in the state, mostly pictures of dunes.
After his failure to sell his Ponce de León to Congress, Moran became
discouraged and returned to western subject matter. In an interesting
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Jones, et al, “Thomas Moran, Ponce de León in Florida, 18771878,” see 150-151. Moran’s ambition for the piece is seen in
its dimensions, which are over five by nine feet.
10

11

Celebrating Florida, 56-57.

Patricia Junker, et al, Winslow Homer Artist and Angler, (New
York: Thames and Hudson, 2003), see especially pages
161-183, “Fishing on the St. Johns and Homosassa Rivers:
Winslow Homer’s Florida.” See also Robert W. Schlageter et
al, Winslow Homer’s Florida 1886-1909, exhibition catalogue
(Jacksonville, Florida: Cummer Gallery of Art, 1977).
12

Barbara Novak, Nature and Culture: American Landscape
and Painting, 1825-1875 (New York: Oxford University Press,
1995), 137. Quoted in Favis, 32.
13

See Mallory M. O'Connor, Gary Monroe and Bill Belleville,
Florida's American Heritage River: Images from the St. Johns Region
(Gainesville, University of Florida Press, 2009). The authors
include two hundred images by artists, including Jim Draper,
ranging from the professional to the self-taught in a broad
survey. Cited above in note 5, Kahren Jones Arbitman and
Susan M. Gallo’s Picturing Florida From the First Coast to the Space
Coast. The authors considered forty artists “whose only certain
commonality is the state in which they live. Of these artists, all
of whom now reside in northeast or central Florida, less than
a third began there,” page 7. See also Ruth K. Beesch, Florida
Visionaries (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1989).
14
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twist of fate, the giant canvas was acquired by the Cummer Museum
of Art & Gardens.10 Generally considered the most impressive of all of
Moran’s Florida paintings is Fort George Island (1880) in the Sam and
Robbie Vickers Florida Collection in Jacksonville.11
Winslow Homer (1836–1910), a titan of American painting, came
to Florida for sport, especially fishing, and created a number of
memorable watercolors of the St. Johns River and Homosassa
Springs.12 Many of the nineteenth century artists and naturalists that
visited Florida and drew inspiration from its environs fit Barbara Novak’s
description of the artist as “explorer, scientist, educator, frontiersman
and minister…[who] ran arduous risks and suffered extreme hardships,
which certified his ‘heroic’ status.”13 Artists braved heat, humidity,
insect bites and the threat of poisonous snakes in, what was then, the
untrammeled wilderness of what was seen as an exotic paradise.
Florida continues to serve as a major source of inspiration to
contemporary artists. Their interpretations of subject matter, uses
of media and symbolism or meaning are as varied as the multiple
topographies, species of plants and animals the state presents.14 Jim
Draper’s expansive and lush celebration of the stunning beauty of
the Florida landscape and its exquisitely interconnected ecosystems
places him among the company of the great artist-naturalists of the
past. Jim Draper joins the ranks of an impressive group of luminaries
that sought to render the exotic mystery and untamed wilderness of
Florida’s marshes, swamps, lakes, rivers and dunes.
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Notes from conversations with the artist in his CoRK studio
dating primarily from September 5th and November 2nd, 2012.

15

See the interview “Jim Draper, Nature to Nurture,” by
Jon Bosworth, published January 3, 2012, http://www.
eujacksonville.com/story2.php?storyid=2453. “I try to leave
any references to human beings out, let that be the unknown.
References to humans are so obvious. I think they are clearly
absent. There’s a human quality, which gets you to the surreal
more than the real. These elements (pointing at cypress trees
in a painting) become the characters instead of the people
being the characters.”

16
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As for the commemoration of the “discovery” by Ponce de León,
Draper has “no desire to embrace colonialism and vile imperialism.”
Instead, he aims to glorify what was here before the arrival of the
Spanish five hundred years ago and what he hopes will endure.
Draper likens viewing the Feast of Flowers to the peeling of an
onion.15 At first viewing, we see a sweeping installation that is more
the creation of an environment than it is an exhibition; there are
springs, dunes, marshes, scrub, birds, leaping fish, native plants,
towering trees, dense thickets and provocative remnants of rich and
complex habitats. Upon closer inspection (the peeling of layers), the
viewer is rewarded and sometimes challenged with a compelling and
wondrous narrative where the symbiotic interdependency of nature’s
protagonists play out as if divinely ordered. Draper prefers to pay
homage to the integrity of his subject matter without the presence
and detrimental interference of man.16 Many of the works are infused
with a symbolism that is reminiscent of Christian iconography.
Draper’s Feast of Flowers may be seen as a type of pilgrimage, with all
the connotations that word carries. He wants the viewer to enter the
work and commune with the majesty of the natural habitat. Draper
includes swamps, marshes, dunes, rivers, creeks, dense thickets of
palmettos, a stand of pines, and the gnarled roots of cypresses.
He had hoped to include works that represented all parts of the state,
but not quite everything could be included for this project. Draper’s
paintings are worked in part from photographs that he takes himself
according to a set of self-imposed rules he follows. His works have to
reflect his presence at a site, and he never relies on images other than
his own. His own photographs serve as references and touchstones
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as he transforms them into records of his own experiences while in
turn creating opportunities for experiential moments for his viewers.
Draper notes that he often relies on awkward placements in his
compositions. He wants the viewer to enter his works and to linger.

Studio image by Doug Eng, 2012.

The Pre-Raphaelites (London: The Tate Gallery and Allen
Lane And Penguin Books, 1984), page 11.

17

18
Ibid, page 12. This was quoted from John Ruskin’s Modern
Painters published in five volumes between 1843 and 1860.

Books, articles, films and exhibitions about Michelangelo
Merisi da Caravaggio are numerous. One of the most recent
catalogues is Caravaggio, edited by Claudio Strinati, for
the exhibition at the Scudiere de Quirinale in Rome from
February 20-June 13, 2010.

19

Draper admires the Pre-Raphaelite painters and sees in his own
approaches a certain kinship with their beliefs and compositional
methods. Founded in 1848, mainly by three young British artists,
William Holman Hunt, Dante Gabriel Rossetti and John Everett
Millais, they insisted, “it is simply fuller Nature we want. Revivalism,
whether it be of classicism or medievalism, is seeking after dry
bones.”17 They were deeply influenced by the artist, author and
arbiter of Victorian taste, John Ruskin, who exhorted aspiring
artists “to go to Nature…rejecting nothing, selecting nothing, and
scorning nothing….”18 Draper also cites Gustave Courbet, the great
French realist of the nineteenth century, as someone who identified
emotionally with his native landscape in the region of Ornans. He also
admires the painters of the late Gothic and Northern Renaissance
periods with their reliance on iconography and a disregard for
the strict perspective rules of the Italian Renaissance artists. The
works of Caravaggio, the Baroque bad boy bohemian, also resonate
with Draper, especially the idea of a radical and uncompromising
naturalism.19 Draper isn’t interested in the pretty view for its own sake.
Rather, he is interested in a visual and poetic narrative suggested by
his selections from the natural world.
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This can be seen in his depictions of Silver Glen Springs located in
the Ocala National Forest, the sinuous roots of a grand bald cypress
and the towering presence of an Ogeechee lime tree. The vantage
points are important in the paintings because they reflect the artist’s
journey—photographs are often taken from a kayak, for example.
Draper invites the viewer to travel along and share in the journey of
recognition, appreciation and awareness. Draper’s depictions of the
waterways of Florida are among his trademarks. They are shown not from
a scenic distance but instead from a point of enclosure and immersion.

Jim Draper, Ogeechee Lime

See “Place Sensitive: A Conversation with Jim Draper
by Staci Bu Shea” at http://jimdraperart.com/draperblog/?p=167

20

The Ogeechee Lime Tree from the Suwanee River near the Georgia
border is, as the artist has explained, a type of character study. The
same trees develop very differently in other parts of the state, for
example in the St. Marys River, where the quality of the soil and the
currents of the water and drainage are very different. Draper observes
that the “water sculpts the trees, so you get the Ogeechee Lime, Nyssa
ogeche, which is naturally dwarfed and twisted, a diminutive species
of the Tupelo tree. The abuse of the rocky soil and the water makes
the trees very twisted and contorted, with big nodes on the base.
And they’re very sculptural.” He goes on to say: “I think that at this
particular place, the lime trees develop these very hard characteristics,
and they’re very much like characters. I’ve painted the Ogeechee
Limes on the St. Marys River and the same species are completely
different because of the nature of the soil and the way the water
flows through the St. Marys River. It’s a totally different tree and
it’s extremely interesting how one species can vary just because of
natural elements. I think it’s a lot like people. A person can be born
with the same genetic structure, or same parentage, and because
of the situation they become something different. That’s the larger
metaphor.”20
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21
See http://www.fs.usda.gov/recarea/ocala/
recarea/?recid=40186 for information about the Yearling
Trail. For general information on Silver Glen Springs, see
http://www.fs.usda.gov/recarea/ocala/recarea/?recid=37199.
There is a stop action video of Draper’s initial composition
and progress of this painting at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4f2-5-YzKXo&feature=youtu.be. Rawlings published
The Yearling in 1938. It won the Pulitzer Prize in 1939.

Jim Draper, Fountain of Youth
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Draper renders the massive trunks of the Ogeechee with its arching
limbs spreading over the river, creating a cathedral-like canopy.
Reflections of tree, light and sky dominate the foreground. A similar
treatment is seen in the painting of the bald cypress, with its curls of
sprawling and spreading roots. The viewer is very much positioned in
the water and sees just a portion of the massive trunk. The interplay of
light, shadows and the continuity of form melting into the reflections
of the river create a palpable atmosphere.
The large format of Silver Glen Springs is Draper’s answer to the
Fountain of Youth. Located in the Ocala National Forest, near what
is called the “Yearling Trail” in honor of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
book, the area is described as “a beauty spot along the edge of the Big
Scrub of the Ocala National Forest, with a spring run that pours out
into Lake George, the largest of the St. Johns River Chain of Lakes,
north of Astor.”21 The breathtaking clarity of the water is captured as
the vista extends across the springs. It may be disconcerting to see the
entrance to this inviting body of water flanked by vultures. Usually
associated with death and devouring of carrion, Draper cheerfully
explains that the vultures actually swim with visitors. He likens
them to dogs. In a report submitted to the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection, it was observed, “Black vultures (Coragyps
atratus) and turkey vultures (Cathartes aura) were common in the
trees and in the recreation area near the springhead. Several black
vultures were acclimated to people, with at least one individual
making a habit out of searching through unattended backpacks and
bags in search of food.”22 The inclusion of the vultures is part of an
accurate description of the site, while it is also an ironic and slightly
humorous acknowledgment of the encroachment of human presence.
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Carrying Capacity Study of Silver Glen Spring and Run, DEP
Contract Number SL 982, Final Report, submitted to the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection by Pandion Systems,
Inc., June 13, 2003. http://www.dep.state.fl.us/springs/
reports/files/FinalReport-Complete-Document.pdf.
22

A photograph of vultures taken by Draper at the Silver Glen
Spring can be seen at http://jimdraperart.files.wordpress.
com/2011/10/img_0014.jpg.
The Catesby lily is named after Mark Catesby (16821749), an English naturalist who was the first to document
the plants of North America. “His life's work, The Natural
History of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands, published
1731-1748, contains 220 etched plates as well as detailed
descriptions of flora and fauna. It is considered one
of the great achievements of 18th century science and
art.” See http://www.jjaudubongallery.com/Catesby%20
Bio.htm. For Catesby’s illustration of the lily see http://
treasurecoastnatives.wordpress.com/2011/10/08/catesbyslily-eye-candy-and-brain-teaser/.
23

For a video made by Draper that includes the Catesby lily,
among other flowers, see http://www.youtube.com/watch?fea
ture=endscreen&v=tF2C1cEndOw&NR=1.
In conversation with Draper, the thistle reminded him of the
Self Portrait by Albrecht Dürer (1483) in the Louvre. Draper
questions the betrothal symbolism usually attributed to the
work. The thistle’s thorns are said to “symbolize both evil
and protection. In Christianity it represents the suffering
of Christ.” http://www.squidoo.com/dictionary-of-plantsymbolism-t
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In addition to the massive trees and sparkling waterways, Draper turns
his naturalist eye to the great variety of indigenous plants and flora
that not only beautify Florida but also serve as important food sources
for insects and other animals. We see the Catesby lily, also known
as the pine lily, isolated and deceptively fragile; the Buttonbush
plant with its ornament like orb of white emerging like the center
of a target against a dense thicket; the Passion plant that provides
sustenance to the butterfly; the muscadine vine, with its grapes
redolent with Christian references; the intensely red Cherokee bean;
a profusion of tar flowers and a thistle, its blooms standing tall and
erect. Some of these panels are placed next to the landscapes to form
triptychs, thus bringing to mind religious paintings from the past and
evoking a sacramental reverence for these resilient blossoms.23
Draper also presents the fauna living and dead. An oversized crucifix
fish, which is actually the skeleton of the hardhead sea catfish, is the
subject of its own majestic treatment. Seeing in the arrangement
of its bones, the crucified Christ is an example of pareidolia, a
phenomenon where symbolism and significance are ascribed to
random objects, like, for example, seeing an image of the Virgin
Mary appearing “miraculously” in a potato chip. If the crucifix fish
is rattled, it makes a noise that is associated with the soldiers casting
the dice. The catfish skeleton certainly evinces an imposing antiquity
while viewers are reminded of the very human tendency to seek larger
meanings, as they are perceived in the natural world.
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“Ichthyology at the Florida Museum of Natural History,”
http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/fish/Gallery/Descript/
gulfsturgeon/gulfsturgeon.html.
24

Ibid. “…[I]njuries have included knocking people
unconscious, fractured spine, collapsed lung, and ruptured
spleen, broken ribs and facial wounds requiring plastic
surgery. One victim lost four fingers of which three were
reattached and two men suffered injuries when they steered
their boat into a bridge while attempting to avoid a leaping
gulf sturgeon.”
25
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A truly ancient fish leaps out of the river in Draper’s evocation of
a gulf sturgeon, a subspecies of the Atlantic sturgeon, “an ancient
group of fish dating back to the age of the dinosaurs.”24 The poor
fish has developed a reputation as a dangerous threat to boaters
because of serious injuries suffered by individuals when the sturgeon
propels itself out of the water. Because the fish can grow to eight feet
in length and up to two hundred pounds with a body encased in an
armor-like covering, they can cause great, even if unintentional, harm
to boaters.25 In addition, the gulf sturgeon had been overfished for
its prized caviar. It was listed as a threatened species in 1991. Draper
celebrates the bounding creature that blasts out of the river, with
a respect for its hearty magnificence and a bit of sorrow that it has
become a martyr to the increased recreational use of the waterways.
It is these reminders that Jim Draper commemorates: species long
predating a Spanish flotilla, an ecology that has been battered but
tenaciously survives, an interconnectedness in the natural habitat
that humbles and uplifts. The artist’s dedication to his interest in a
regional naturalism, specifically as it relates to Florida, results in the
Feast of Flowers, a feast for the eyes and the mind. Draper’s homage
to his adopted state is not a eulogy, but rather a testimony to the
resilience and ultimate triumph of its natural world.

Jim Draper, Gulf Sturgeon

Feast of Flowers:
Catalogue
paintings by Jim Draper

The paintings in the exhibition are inspired by flora
and fauna that are native to the state of Florida. They
feature various locations that typify natural systems
which have existed since well before the time of the
land’s first encounter with Europeans. These site-specific landscapes are explained by various panels that
embrace either specific native plants, endemic animals
or certain geographical features. These panels work
together as segmental narratives which are employed
as rhetorical allegory, the formal inspiration for the
work being closely related to medieval altarpieces.
Metaphor is presented to the viewer in layers, starting with the surface of the work which is available
as representationally rendered subjects. Subsequent
levels, implied by correlations and relationships, are
better understood in terms of biology, mythology, philosophy and theology. In an art historical context, the
work is aligned with naturalism, but in its more radical form—with inspiration drawn from both Baroque

masters, such as Caravaggio, and the Pre-Raphaelites,
such as John Everett Millais—the exhibition can be
observed and enjoyed through an hermeneutic language
composed of a wealth of cultural and scientific characters and Biblical references through botanical taxonomy.
The process for the production of this exhibition started with expeditions into the wilds of Florida. Locations
were chosen through evaluating a wide range of criteria. E.g. Does the location have a specific story to
tell? Are there unique geographical features in this location? Are there endemic species in this location that
can’t be seen in this context anywhere else in the state?
I entered these locations as an observer, having as few
preconceived notions about the places as possible. By
hiking, swimming, kayaking or canoeing into these areas, I was able to move at a slower pace and observe
the natural dynamic. I documented and recorded my
experience by taking photographic references, which
were then used as visual inspiration for paintings.

Jim Draper grew up in Kosciusko, Mississippi, the
geographical center of the state and midpoint between
the birthplaces of Eudora Welty, William Faulkner and
Tennessee Williams. He attended the University of
Mississippi, where he earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts
in 1974, and received a Master of Fine Arts from the
University of Georgia at Athens in 1978. He then lived
and worked in Beaufort, South Carolina, before making his home in Jacksonville, Florida. Draper maintains
a studio in CoRK Arts District. His work has been the
subject of countless gallery exhibitions, and today his
work can be found in hundreds of corporate as well as
private collections.

Small Passion, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 18in, (121.92cm x 45.72cm), Nana, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 60in, (121.92cm x 152.4cm), Muscadine, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 18in, (121.92cm x 45.72cm)

Long Leaf Pine, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 18in, (121.92cm x 45.72cm), Magnolia, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 60in, (121.92cm x 152.4cm), Cherokee Bean, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 18in, (121.92cm x 45.72cm)

Alligator in the Green Swamp, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 18in, (121.92cm x 45.72cm), Suwannee River, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 60in, (121.92cm x 152.4cm), Palestine Lake, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 18in, (121.92cm x 45.72cm)

Cypress at Turner Bridge, 2012, oil on canvas, 72in x 109in, (182.88cm x 276.86cm)

Ogeechee Lime, 2012, oil on canvas, 72in x 109in, (182.88cm x 276.86cm)

Fountain of Youth, 2012, oil on canvas, 72in x 109in, (182.88cm x 276.86cm)

Tree Snail, 2012, oil on canvas, 72in x 36in, (182.88cm x 91.44cm)

Purple Thistle, 2012, oil on canvas, 72in x 36in, (182.88cm x 91.44cm)

Pine Lily, 2012, oil on canvas, 72in x 36in, (182.88cm x 91.44cm)

Gulf Sturgeon, 2012, oil on canvas, 72in x 36in, (182.88cm x 91.44cm)

Mangrove Buckeye, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 48in, (121.92cm x 121.92cm)

Little Blue Herons at Willie Browne, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 48in, (121.92cm x 121.92cm)

Steinhatchee Falls, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 48in, (121.92cm x 121.92cm)

Tar Flower, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 48in, (121.92cm x 121.92cm)

Buttonbush, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 48in, (121.92cm x 121.92cm)

Fiddler Crabs, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 60in, (121.92cm x 152.4cm)

Willie Browne’s Marsh, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 60in, (121.92cm x 152.4cm)

Mangroves, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 60in, (121.92cm x 152.4cm)

Florida Bay, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 60in, (121.92cm x 152.4cm)

Round Key, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 60in, (121.92cm x 152.4cm)

Large Passion, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 60in, (121.92cm x 152.4cm)

Wild Hibiscus, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 18in, (121.92cm x 45.72cm)

Black Swallow Tail on Morning Glory, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 18in, (121.92cm x 45.72cm)

Gumbo Limbo, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 18in, (121.92cm x 45.72cm)

Black Runner, 2012, oil on canvas, 48in x 18in, (121.92cm x 45.72cm)

BACK MATTER
F a m i ly R e s o u r c e G u i d e
from the Cummer Museum of Art & Gardens
organized by Maggie Reynolds
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Photo by Doug Eng
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SUGGESTED READING FOR CHILDREN
About Birds: A Guide for Children by Cathryn P. Sill and John Sill
Alligator Crossing by Marjory Stoneman Douglas
Everglades by Jean Craighead George
Florida A to Z by Susan Ryan
Florida Plants and Animals (Heinemann State Studies) by Bob Knotts
The Florida Water Story: From Raindrops to the Sea by Peggy Sias Lantz and Wendy Hale
Florida’s Fabulous Birds by Winston Williams
Florida’s Fabulous Butterflies and Moths by Thomas C. Emmel and Brian Ph. Kenney (Editor)
Florida’s Fabulous Flowers by Winston Williams
Florida’s Fabulous Insects and Small Creatures by Brian Kenney and Thomas C. Emmel
Florida’s Fabulous Mammals by Jerry Lee Gingerich
Florida’s Fabulous Natural Places by Tim Ohr
Florida’s Fabulous Reptiles and Amphibians by Peter Carmichael and Winston Williams
Florida’s Fabulous Seashells: And Other Seashore Life by Winston Williams and Pete Carmichael
Florida’s Fabulous Trees by Winston Williams
Fun with the Family in Florida: Hundreds of Ideas for Day Trips with the Kids by Chelle Koster Walton
The Manatees of Florida by Bill Lund
Welcome to the River of Grass by Jane Yolen
The Young Naturalist’s Guide to Florida by Peggy Lantz and Wendy Hale
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LITERATURE ENHANCEMENT FOR ADULTS
A Birder’s Guide to Florida by Bill Pranty
An Everglades Providence: Marjory Stoneman Douglas and the American Environmental Century by Michael Grunwald
At Water’s Edge: The Birds of Florida by Roger Bansemer and Bill Renc
The Everglades: River of Grass by Marjory Stoneman Douglas
Florida in Poetry: A History of the Imagination by Jane Anderson Jones (Editor) and Maurice J. O’Sullivan (Editor)
Florida Wildflowers in Their Natural Communities by Walter Kingsley Taylor
Florida Wildlife Viewing Guide by Susan Cerulean and Ann Morrow
Life and Travels of John Bartram From Lake Ontario to the River St. Johns by Edmund Berkeley and Dorothy Smith Berkeley
National Audubon Society Field Guide to Florida by the National Audubon Society
The Nature of Florida by John Perry and Jane Greverus Perry
Palmetto Leaves by Harriet Beecher Stowe
River of Lakes: a Journey on Florida’s St. Johns River by Bill Belleville
Salvaging the Real Florida: Lost and Found in the State of Dreams by Bill Belleville
Some Kind of Paradise: A Chronicle of Man and the Land in Florida by Mark Derr
The Springs of Florida by Doug Stamm
Strangers in Paradise: Impact and Management of Nonindigenous Species in Florida by Daniel Simberloff (Editor), Don C. Schmitz
(Editor), and Tom C. Brown (Editor)
The Swamp: The Everglades, Florida, and the Politics of Paradise by Michael Grunwald
Swamp Song: A Natural History of Florida’s Swamps by Ron Larson
The Trees of Florida by Gil Nelson
Twelve on the River St. Johns by Charles Bennett
The Wide Brim: Early Poems and Ponderings of Marjory Stoneman Douglas by Jack E. Davis (Editor)
The Wild Heart of Florida by Susan Cerulean
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VOCABULARY
ENVIRONMENT – The surrounding conditions in a particular location.
EVERGLADES – A subtropical swamp area of southern Florida including Everglades National Park. It is noted for its wildlife,
especially crocodiles, alligators, and egrets.
EXPLORER – A person who travels and investigates new areas.
INDIGENOUS – Originating and living or occurring naturally in an area or environment.
LANDSCAPE – An expanse of natural scenery seen in one view.

ACTIVITIES
Read the book Everglades, a story of a Seminole guide leading children in a dugout through the Everglades, by Newbery Medalist Jean Craighead George. With her narrative skill and expertise as a naturalist, George creates a persuasive environmental
work about the importance of the preservation of endangered ecosystems. Have a family discussion about what you can do to
help protect the environment in your community.
Artists often use their environment as inspiration for their paintings. Jacksonville’s environment includes the St. Johns River.
Go to the website www.stjohnsriverkeeper.org to find out where you can go to visit the river. After your visit, create a watercolor
painting of your own, inspired by the river.
The Florida Park Service is one of the largest in the country with 160 parks spanning 700,000 acres and 100 miles of beaches and
is the first two-time Gold Medal winner for the nation’s best state park system. Go to the website www.floridastateparks.org to view
information about all of Florida’s State Parks. The website offers information about things to do, resources, places to visit, and
even a photography contest you can participate in. You can also call 850-245-2157 to have a free copy of the State Park’s guide
sent directly to your home.
Put your memory on paper. Print the next page of this document (page 210) on cardstock and cut along the outside line of
the postcard. On the blank side of the postcard, draw or paint a favorite natural Florida habitat that you visited. On the other
side of the postcard write a message about where you were and what you saw. Describe the plants, animals, smells, sounds,
weather and temperature. Send the postcard to your family or a friend.
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